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Summary
Domains are the structural subunits of proteins. They are considered to be the basic units of
folding, evolution and function [61]. Understanding the domain structure helps to improve
the functional annotation of proteins [43, 37], tertiary protein structure prediction [20],
protein engineering [29] and protein mutagenesis [45]. Domains are the minimal functional
units of a protein. To elucidate the cellular functions of a protein we need to understand
the molecular functions of its domains.
Protein sequences are annotated by the matches to domains in domain family databases
such as Pfam [26], SCOP [44] or CATH [55]. However, existing domain databases cover
about half of the known sequence space and encompass only a small fraction of all protein
domain families [49] [60]. Here, we developed an algorithm based on a Bayesian statistical
model, called Pdom, with which we can consistently decompose the entire protein sequence
space into its evolutionary units. Pdom predicts domains on the basis of an all-against-all
search of protein Hidden Markov models with HHblits [52]. An alignment of HHblits
indicate the shared homologous region between the query and a template. This shared
homologous region encompasses usually one or multiple domains shared by query and
template. We can infer the domain borders of the query from its alignments to different
templates. For this purpose, we can use the probabilities for the beginning and ending of
an homologous region calculated by HHblits.
HHblits is an iterative protein homology detection tool that is more sensitive, generates
more accurate alignments and is faster than its best competitors, PSI-BLAST [10] and
HMMER3 [39]. HHblits searches with a query Hidden Markov Model (HMM) against a
database of HMMs of multiple sequence alignments. For the clustering of the Uniprot
sequence database to the uniprot20 HMM database, we expect the sequences within a
cluster to cover each other by at least 90%. Therefore, the HMMs of the uniprot20 are
very conservative with few mostly very similar sequences contained in each cluster. For
the domain decomposition with Pdom we wanted to increase the sensitivity of HHblits
to detect more remote homologs. For this purpose, we enriched our database clusters by
jumpstarting HHblits with each cluster alignment in the uniprot20 and adding significant
matches to the cluster alignments. The resulting uniprot boost1 database (boost1 for
one iteration with HHblits) has 14x more sequences per cluster than uniprot20. The
effective number of sequences is raised from 1.18 to 3.78. We developed efficient sparse
compression and alignment handling algorithms that keep memory size nearly the same.
HHblits finds with the uniprot boost1 20% more homologs in three iterations compared
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to the uniprot20. The alignments of HHblits with the uniprot boost1 have a 11.32% and
17.39% increased per-residue precision and sensitivity, respectively. The structural models
of global alignments with fixed query template pairs against the uniprot boost1 have on
average a 4.9% higher TMscore with the native structure. Especially, the structural models
of queries with a TMscore ≤ 0.3 in the uniprot20 can be improved with the uniprot boost1.
In a simple homology modeling pipeline with free template selection we showed that the
TMscore of models built with the uniprot boost1 is on average 4.9% higher.
In summary, HHblits finds with the diversity-enriched uniprot boost1 database more
homologs and generates more accurate alignments that lead to better structure models
than with the uniprot20. It further widens the gap to HHblits’ competitors HMMER and
PSI-BLAST. We showed that the performance of HHblits with the uniprot boost1 can
be transferred to the downstream application of homology modeling. The uniprot boost1
is capable to become a default database for HHblits and may impact sequence-based
predictions of evolutionarily conserved properties, such as secondary or tertiary structure,
disorder, catalytic sites, post-translational modifications, short linear motifs, or interaction
interface.
Protein domains occur in different proteins with different protein architectures. Pairwise
alignments of a query protein against multiple homologous template proteins reveal with
the different alignment start and end positions the boundaries of protein domains in
the query protein. Some of those alignments encompass a single domain, others might
encompass multiple domains. On the basis of an all-against-all search of HHblits within the
uniprot boost1, we decomposed the protein sequence space into its domains with Pdom.
We compared the predictions of Pdom, ADDA [34] and Pfam to SCOP annotations mapped
onto full length protein sequences. ADDA applies the same fundamental idea as Pdom.
ADDA predicts domains on the basis of an all-against-all search of protein sequences with
BLAST. Pfam uses manually curated seed alignments that incorporate available data from
literature.
On average ADDA covers 32%, Pfam covers 80% and Pdom covers 75% of the reference
domain annotations. ADDA predicts domain start and end sites within 20 residues in 15%
of the reference domain start and end sites. Pfam annotates domain start sites within 20
residues in 67% of the reference domain start sites and annotates domain end sites within
20 residues in 58% of the reference domain end sites. Pdom predicts domain start sites
within 20 residues in 50% of the reference domain start sites and predicts domain end sites
within 20 residues in 45% of the reference domain end sites.
The seed alignments of Pfam have a very high quality due to the manual curation effort.
But those seed alignments are limited to domains analyzed in literature. With our fully
automatic approach in Pdom we are able to find new domains in the protein sequence
space. The clustered database of Pdom’s domain predictions, UniDom, has the potential to
become a fundamental tool for homology-based protein sequence annotation efforts.
Introduction
Already in 1973 Wetlaufer et al. proposed the existence of stable and compact units of
protein structure that could fold on their own [63]. Those structural subunits, in modern
parlance called domains, are considered to be the basic units of folding, evolution and
function [61]. The majority of globular domains are between 40 and 400 residues in size,
with a mean length of about 170 residues [67]. In approximately 5− 20% of multi-domain
proteins one domain can be found to be inserted within or interlaced with another domain
[67] (see figure 1).
Domains are the minimal functional units of a protein. Understanding the domain
structure helps to improve its functional annotation [43, 37], its tertiary structure prediction
[20], protein engineering [29] and mutagenesis [45]. To elucidate the cellular functions of a
protein we need to understand the molecular functions of its domains.
Experimental methods struggle with the analysis of large, multi-domain proteins [16].
Current methods analyze each domain separately [38, 18]. Experimental approaches for
identifying structural domains are mostly based on limited proteolysis, but this requires
significant quantities of proteins, and a large amount of time and effort.
The UniProt Reference Clusters (UniRef) provide clustered sets of protein sequences
from the UniProt and selected UniParc records in order to obtain a complete coverage of
the sequence space at several clustering depths while hiding redundant sequences.
The UniRef100 (UniProt Reference Clusters) protein sequence database consists of
78 201 882 sequences (April, 2016) clustered for 100% pairwise sequence identity. Its size
is rapidly increasing due to technological advances in next-generation sequencing [54, 40]
(see figure 2). A vast majority of those new protein sequences do not have an annotated
function. Protein sequences are usually annotated by the matches to domains in domain
family databases such as Pfam [26], SCOP [44] or CATH [55].
Domain definition on basis on structure, e.g. CATH and SCOP, is limited by the scarce
structure information. The Protein Data Bank (PDB) was established in 1971 with 7
structures. The database has grown to more than 118 000 structures (May 6th, 2016) [68].
However, when filtered for 70% pairwise sequence identity, removing only sequences that
are covered by at least 90%, less than 38 000 protein sequences are left (statistic from our
PDB70 HHsuite database pipeline).
In 1995 Murzin et al. published a structural classification of proteins (SCOP) [44].
Alexei Murzin and his colleagues inspect and compare the structures in the Protein Data
Bank (PDB) [14] to produce an accurate, hierarchical classification of protein domains
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Figure 1: Protein api92 from Yersinia pseudotuberculosis (PDB identifier: 2IJR) with two
CATH domains colored in red and blue; the blue domain is nested in the red domain
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Figure 2: Number of sequences in the UniRef100 protein sequence database over the last
twelve months
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based on evolution and structure. The SCOP database classifies into four levels:
• Class: Domains with the same composition of secondary structure elements, e.g. all
alpha-helices.
• Fold: Domains with the same major secondary structures in the same arrangement
with the same topological connections.
• Superfamily: Domains whose structures and functions suggest a common evolution-
ary origin.
• Family: Domains with residue identities of ≥ 30% or residue identities ≤ 30%, but
similar functions and structures.
A similar approach is the CATH database published in 1997 by Orengo et al. [55].
CATH chops the PDB into structural domains and sorts in a hierarchical protein domain
classification. The chopping is done by automatic methods supervised by humans. The
CATH hierarchy knows four levels:
• Class: Domains with the same composition of secondary structure elements, e.g.
mainly alpha-helices.
• Architecture: Domains with topologies that share roughly the same spatial arrange-
ment of secondary structures.
• Topology: Domains with the same fold, but not sufficient evidence for a decent from
a common ancestor.
• Homologous Superfamily: Domains with evidence for a common ancestor.
SCOP and CATH share the disadvantage that their domains need a structural reference
in the Protein Data Bank. The latest release of SCOP encompassed 1 962 superfamilies
(SCOP 1.75, June 2009). The latest release of CATH encompassed 2 738 Homologous
Superfamilies (CATH 4.0, March 2013). Both databases provide a classification that
indicates a potential common evolutionary origin. If two domains share the same family in
these classifications they are similar and likely to share the same function.
Another domain database is Pfam [26]. Pfam is built on manually curated seed multiple-
sequence alignments. Each of those multiple-sequence alignments represents a domain
family. Families with similar alignments and families with similar linked structures in the
PDB are grouped to a so called clan. Pfam matches 76.1% of sequences and 54.8% of
residues in the UniProt protein sequence database.
The un-matched part of the Uniprot is referred to as ’dark matter’ of protein space [51]
[49].
In summary, structure data is scarce and is slowly growing compared to sequence data.
Therefore, the bioinformatical challenge of dissecting proteins sequences into structural
domains gets more important. De-novo domain predictors without reference databases such
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as PDB, Pfam, CASP or SCOP offer the opportunity to discover new domains in the dark
matter of protein space.
There are two groups of de-novo domain predictors from amino-acid sequence: statistical
or machine-learning and 3D model-based methods.
3D model-based methods build an ab-inito 3D model of the protein and parse the
protein domains from the structure (SnapDRAGON [28], RosettaDom [41], OPUS-DOM
[64]). Ab-initio models are built with time-consuming molecular dynamics simulations
given just the protein sequences. These methods are not suitable for large scale analysis of
un-characterized sequences in the protein space.
The statistical and machine-learning methods can be subdivided into two groups:
• comparative sequence analysis: DoBo [25], ADDA [34], EVEREST [50]
• direct boundary prediction: Scooby-Domain [46], KemaDom [19], Armadillo [23]
Most direct boundary prediction methods aim to identify domain boundary regions
such as domain linkers, exploiting their sequence and structural biases [24]. Most of
those predictors apply machine learning techniques like Neural Networks, Support Vector
Machines or Random Forests to decide between domain and linker regions. Linker regions
are usually disordered parts of the protein between domains.
Domains with the same evolutionary origin might be found in different domain archi-
tectures (see figure 3). Therefore, comparative sequence analysis domain predictors can
derive domain definitions of sequence segments generated from starts and ends of pairwise
alignments of an all-against-all search within a protein database. Afterwards the sequence
segments are usually clustered to domain families.
Francois Jacob stated in 1977 that nature is a tinkerer not an inventor to explain
re-occurring domains in different domain architectures. His idea was that nature copied
working domains, slightly modified them and combined them to develop new functions.
Recent research indicates that genes may undergo recombination to produce complex
domain architectures via gene fusion [42], gene fission [42, 47], domain duplication and
domain swapping [47, 15, 22, 35, 12] during evolution.
As of 2016, there are three main competitors for protein homology search and alignment
tools: PSI-BLAST [10], HMMer [39] and HHblits [52]. Remmert et al. showed that HHblits
is more sensitive in detecting remote homologs, is faster and generates more accurate
alignments than PSI-BLAST and HMMer [52]. HHblits searches in several iterations with
a query Hidden Markov profile (HMM) against a database of HMM profiles from multiple
sequence alignments. After each iteration the query HMM is updated with the found
homologs. The commonly used database with HHblits is the uniprot20. It contains the
sequences from the UniProt sequence database clustered for up to 20% pairwise sequence
identity. Only sequences that cover each other by at least 90% are included in one cluster.
This clustering is done by MMseqs [32]. The clusters of the uniprot20 contain on average
five sequences with an effective number of 1.18 sequences. The effective number of sequences,
short NEFF, considers the redundancy within a cluster. A cluster with several hundred but
identical sequences has one effective sequence.
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Figure 3: Illustration of domain architectures of different proteins evolutionarily related
by single domains. Protein 1 and 2 are close homologs and will have almost full-length
sequence alignments. With the additional more distantly related homologs of protein 3, 4
and 5 it is possible to chop protein 1 and 2 into their domains.
Chapter 1 introduces the diversity enriched uniprot boost1 HMM database for HHblits.
In order increase the detection sensitivity of more remote homologs and the alignment
quality, we developed the uniprot boost1. We enriched our database clusters by jump-
starting HHblits with each cluster alignment in the uniprot20 and adding significant local
matches from the uniprot20 to the cluster alignments.
Chapter 2 introduces our newly developed domain predictor Pdom that uses the more
sensitive uniprot boost1 HMM database. In a general Bayesian approach we take advantage
of an all-against-all comparison of HMMs with HHblits to chop the complete sequence
space into domains. Instead of fixed alignment start and end points like in PSI-BLAST
we can use the alignment start and end probability at each position calculated for each
alignment in HHblits to get more accurate domain predictions.
Chapter 3 summarizes additional work on the HHsuite and its databases.

Chapter 1
A Diversity-Enriched HMM
Database for HHblits
1.1 Abstract
HHblits is an iterative protein homology detection tool that is more sensitive, generates more
accurate alignments and is faster than PSI-BLAST and HMMer3. HHblits searches with a
query Hidden Markov Model (HMM) against a database of HMMs of multiple sequence
alignments. The HMMs of the uniprot20 database are based on a very conservative clustering
of the UniProt sequence database with few mostly very similar sequences contained in
each cluster. Here, we enrich our database clusters by jumpstarting HHblits with each
cluster alignment in the uniprot20 and adding significant matches to the cluster alignments.
The resulting uniprot boost1 database (boost1 for one iteration with HHblits) has about
14 times more sequences per cluster than uniprot20. The effective number of sequences
was raised from 1.18 to 3.78. We developed efficient sparse compression and alignment
handling algorithms that keep memory size nearly the same. HHblits finds with the
uniprot boost1 about 20% more homologs in three iterations. The alignments of HHblits
with the uniprot boost1 have a 11.32% and 17.39% increased per-residue precision and
sensitivity, respectively. The structural models of global alignments with fixed query
template pairs against the uniprot boost1 have on average a 4.9% higher TMscore with
the native structure. Especially, the structural models of queries with a TMscore ≤ 0.3 in
the uniprot20 can be improved with the uniprot boost1. In a simple homology modeling
pipeline with free template selection we showed that the TMscore of models built with the
uniprot boost1 is on average 4.9% higher.
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1.2 Method
The uniprot20 HHsuite database is the UniProt sequence database [11] clustered by MMseqs
[33]. Sequences that cover each other with at least 80% and a pairwise sequence identity
of at least 20% are clustered together. This leads to very conservative clusters with few
sequences, but well conserved and almost full-length multiple sequence alignments (MSA).
The clusters are functionally pure. Each sequence of the UniProt appeared in only one
cluster of the uniprot20. Here, we searched with each cluster of the uniprot20 through the
uniprot20 for homologous sequences with HHblits in one iteration. The found homologous
sequences were added to the query alignment in a diversity-enriched database (see figure 1.1).
The increase in diversity of these clusters improved the detection sensitivity of remote
homologs.
1.3 Memory and Efficiency
The uniprot20 has 4 866 021 multiple sequence alignments (MSA) with about five sequences
per cluster (release October 2012). Each sequence in the UniProt appears exactly once
in the uniprot20. The raw diversity-enriched database has the same number of MSAs
but about 100 sequences per multiple sequence alignment (without the filter described in
section 1.3.1).
1.3.1 Sequence Filter
We observed that huge multiple sequence alignments in the diversity-enriched database
cause a performance bottleneck in the calculation of the corresponding HMMs during the
runtime of HHblits. Therefore, we removed redundant information in the sequence space by
clustering the sequences in the whole database by 70% sequence identity with MMseqs and
keeping just the representative sequences of the clusters. The filtered diversity-enriched
database contains on average 70 sequences per cluster.
1.3.2 Compressed Redundant HHsuite Database
Each sequence appears on average 14 times in the filtered diversity-enriched database,
therefore the raw MSAs in the a3m format are significantly bigger (224 GB) than the
corresponding uniprot20 MSAs (15 GB). The enormous size makes it difficult to share and
to use on average workstations. In order to reduce the size, we developed a compressed
binary format for HHsuite databases with redundant sequences (see figure 1.2). The idea
is to separate sequence and alignment information. Each sequence in an MSA can be
represented as blocks of matches, insertions or deletions. The MSA can be reconstructed
with this alignment information and the complete protein sequences.
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uniprot20 clusters with on average 5 sequences
and 1.18 e ective sequences
uniprot_boost1 clusters with on average 70 sequences
and 3.78 e ective sequences
1 search iteration with HHblits
Figure 1.1: Generation of the uniprot boost1: To each multiple sequence alignment in
the uniprot20 we add homologous sequences found in one search iteration through the
uniprot20 with HHblits. The set of diversity enriched multiple sequence alignments is the
uniprot boost1. Those multiple sequence alignments contain on average 14 times more
sequences with on average 3.78 effective sequences (NEFF).
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Figure 1.2: We used the illustrated compression scheme for each sequence in a multiple
sequence alignment in the uniprot boost1. Each sequence in the MSA has an identifier
that points to an entry in a database with the complete sequence. Therefore, we need
to store the same sequence occurring in multiple MSAs just once. For each sequence we
need to save the position of the first aligned residue. Furthermore, the number and size of
consecutive rows of matches, insertions and deletions of each sequence in the alignment are
needed to reconstruct the alignment.
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part uniprot20 uniprot boost1
a3m 15 GB 14 GB
hhm 3.4 GB -
cs219 1.4 GB 1.4 GB
header - 1 GB
sequence - 2.5 GB
total 19.8 GB 18.9 GB
Table 1.1: Size of the different parts of the uniprot20 and uniprot boost1 databases.
1.4 Results
1.4.1 Size
The default uniprot20 consists of three parts:
• The multiple sequence alignments in the a3m format [5]
• The HMM profiles translated into a discretized set of 219 column states (cs219) used
for the prefilter
• The precalculated HMMs for large multiple sequence alignments in the hhm format
The uniprot boost1 database consists of four parts:
• The alignment information of the multiple sequence alignments in the binary ca3m
format
• The HMM profiles translated into a discretized set of 219 column states (cs219) used
for the prefilter
• The protein sequences
• The headers to all proteins with the protein identifier and annotations
The uniprot boost1 and uniprot20 have about the same total size of roughly 20 GB (see
table 1.1). The raw MSAs of the uniprot boost1 in the a3m format encompass 224 GB,
since each protein occurs on average in 14 different MSAs. The database is compressed by
separating the alignment information and the protein sequences (see section 1.3.2), so each
protein sequence is stored just once. Additionally, the binary encoding of the alignment
information is very space-efficient.
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Figure 1.3: Runtime of HMMer and PSI-BLAST on the UniProt sequence database (release
October 2012) and HHblits with the corresponding uniprot20 and uniprot boost1 HMM
databases.
1.4.2 Runtime
We randomly selected 1 644 sequences from the UniProt and measured the runtime of
HMMer and PSI-BLAST through the UniProt sequence database, and of HHblits through
the corresponding uniprot20 and uniprot boost1 databases (release October 2012). The
results are shown in figure 1.3 and in table 1.2). Three iterations through the uniprot boost1
with HHblits are on average 3.7 times slower than three iterations through the uniprot20
with HHblits, 0.37 times slower than three iterations through the UniProt with PSI-BLAST,
but 2.1 times faster than three iterations through the UniProt with HMMer.
1.4.3 Diversity in the Clusters
We calculated the number of effective sequences (NEFF) to determine the amount of
homologous information in a multiple sequence alignment. The NEFF statistic is calculated
as the exponential of the Shannon entropy averaged over all columns of the multiple sequence
alignment [48]. The NEFF is a real value ranging from 1 to 20.
The average NEFF for the uniprot20 is 1.18 and 3.78 for the uniprot boost1.
A NEFF of 1.0 means that there is just one sequence in the cluster or a set of identical
sequences. In the following we call these clusters singletons.
In the uniprot20 3 549 885 of 4 866 021 clusters are singletons. In the uniprot boost1
936 770 clusters are still singletons (see figure 1.4A).
We jump-started HHblits with the singletons in the uniprot boost1 and searched in
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#iterations average time in s
hhblits-uniprot boost1 1 185
hhblits-uniprot boost1 2 544
hhblits-uniprot boost1 3 777
hhblits-uniprot20 1 46
hhblits-uniprot20 2 106
hhblits-uniprot20 3 163
HMMer 1 273
HMMer 2 765
HMMer 3 1445
PSI-BLAST 1 141
PSI-BLAST 2 319
PSI-BLAST 3 491
Table 1.2: Mean runtimes for PSI-BLAST and HMMer against the UniProt sequence
database, and HHblits against the corresponding uniprot20 and uniprot boost1 HMM
databases.
one iteration through the uniprot boost1 for homologs, so we get an impression of a
uniprot boost2. In the uniprot boost2 832 483 clusters are still singletons (see figure 1.4B).
Short sequences (< 100 residues) are a 0.65 times less frequent among the singletons
of the uniprot20 compared to the singletons of the uniprot boost1 and 0.95 times less
frequent among the uniprot boost1 singletons compared to the uniprot boost2 singletons
(see figure 1.4C).
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Figure 1.4: A) distribution of the number of effective sequences (NEFF) in the uniprot20
and the uniprot boost1. In the uniprot20 around 75% of the MSAs have a NEFF of 1.
In the uniprot boost1 this fraction can be reduced to around 20%. B) distribution of
NEFFs in the uniprot boost2 for clusters with one effective sequence in the uniprot boost1.
Around 10% of the clusters in the uniprot boost1 with one effective sequence were enriched
in the uniprot boost2. C) distribution of the lengths of MSAs (number of match states
in the Hidden Markov profile) with a NEFF of 1 in the uniprot20, uniprot boost1 and
uniprot boost2.
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1.4.4 Homology Detection Sensitivity
Dataset We filtered the structural domain database SCOP (release 1.75) for a maximum
pairwise sequence identity of 20% and excluded only templates that were covered by at least
90%. We split the domains by fold in a test (80%, 5 287 domains) and an optimization set
(20%, 1 329 domains). The test set is referred to as SCOP20 in the following. We searched
with the homology detection tools PSI-BLAST, HMMER and HHblits for each query of
the SCOP20 through the SCOP20. We can measure the homology detection sensitivity
in a ROCX plot, since we know all potential homologs for each query in the SCOP20 by
means of the SCOP classification (see chapter ).
PSI-BLAST - UniProt For each of the SCOP20 sequences we searched in 1, 2 and
3 iterations with PSI-BLAST through the UniProt sequence database merged with the
SCOP20 sequence database. The intermediate profile output of PSI-BLAST seems to be
buggy, since the results were much better with direct searches through the merged sequence
database.
HHblits - uniprot20 We built the HMM benchmark database for HHblits with the
SCOP20 sequences resembling the diversity of the uniprot20. For this purpose, we mapped
the SCOP20 sequences to existing uniprot20 clusters. We chose the cluster with a BLAST
search of the SCOP20 sequence against the consensus sequences of the uniprot20 MSAs.
For each of the SCOP20 sequences we searched with HHblits in 1, 2 and 3 iterations
through uniprot20 merged with the corresponding SCOP20 HMM database.
The intermediate profile output of PSI-BLAST did not work, so we had to search with
HHblits also through the merged database.
HHblits - uniprot boost1 We built the HMM benchmark database for HHblits with
the SCOP20 sequences resembling the diversity of the uniprot boost1. For this purpose, we
mapped the SCOP20 sequences to existing uniprot boost1 clusters. We chose the cluster
with a BLAST search of the SCOP20 sequence against the consensus sequences of the
uniprot boost1 MSAs.
For each of the SCOP20 sequences we searched with HHblits in 1, 2 and 3 iterations
through uniprot boost1 merged with the corresponding SCOP20 HMM database.
The intermediate profile output of PSI-BLAST did not work, so we had to search with
HHblits also through the merged database.
HMMER - UniProt For each of the SCOP20 sequences we searched with jackhmmer
in 1, 2 and 3 iterations through the UniProt sequence database merged with the SCOP20
sequence database.
The intermediate profile output of PSI-BLAST did not work, so we had to search with
jackhmmer also through the merged database.
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Figure 1.5: Homology detection sensitivity benchmark in the ROC1 plot comparing PSI-
BLAST and HMMER on the UniProt sequence database and HHblits on the corresponding
uniprot20 and uniprot boost1 databases.
ROCX In order to measure the homology detection sensitivity, we calculated the ROCX
statistic. The Receiver Operating Characteristic up to the Xth false positive hit (ROCX) is
the fraction of true positive hits of all possible true positive hits found until the Xth false
positive hit appears in the sorted list of hits.
We defined true positive hits to share the same superfamily and true negative hits to
disagree with the query in at least the fold. We excluded the self-hit from the statistic
as well as hits within Rossman-like folds (c.2-c.5, c.27 and 28, c.30 and 31) and the four-
to eight-bladed β-propellers (b.66-b.70), which are probably evolutionarily related [58].
HMMER reported just in one of three queries more than one false positive hit even with
very generous settings, so we used the ROC1 statistic.
Result HHblits finds in three iterations through the uniprot boost1 about 20% more
homologs than through the uniprot20 (area under the ROC1 curve; see figure 1.5). The
increase in sensitivity from the second to the third iteration through the uniprot boost1 is
just 1.4%.
HHblits finds in three iterations through the uniprot boost1 about 56% and 28% more
homologs than PSI-BLAST and HMMER, respectively, through the UniProt sequence
database.
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1.4.5 Alignment Quality
Dataset We used structural alignments with TMalign [69] as gold standard to measure
the quality of the generated alignments of HHalign and HMMER. We did an all-against-all
comparison of the domain structures in the SCOP20 set within the same superfamily, but
not the same family. We selected the alignment pairs (query and template) with a TM-score
≤ 0.8 and > 0.5 to get a non-trivial set of homologs (35 132 alignment pairs).
The TM-score is a real number between 0.0 and 1.0, with structurally more similar
templates having higher TM-scores [69]. Protein pairs with a TM-score > 0.5 are mostly in
the same fold while those with a TM-score < 0.5 are mainly not in the same fold [65].
HHalign - uniprot20 We built HMMs for the query sequences with HHblits searches in
three iterations through the uniprot20. The template sequences were aligned with HHalign
to the most similar cluster in the uniprot20. We want to estimate the alignment quality
of HHblits independent of the homology detection sensitivity. Therefore, we enforce the
alignments between query and template HMM with HHalign that uses the same alignment
algorithms as HHblits. We used different thresholds for the Maximum ACcuracy alignment
(-mact option; 0.01, 0.1, 0.35, 0.5) to adjust the alignment greediness. A low threshold
generates more global alignments that are very sensitive but less precise.
HHalign - uniprot boost1 We built the HMMs for the query sequences with HHblits
searches in two iterations through the uniprot boost1, since the homology detection sensitiv-
ity benchmark showed that most homologs are already found after the second iteration. The
template sequences were aligned HHalign to the most similar cluster in the uniprot boost1
database. We want to estimate the alignment quality of HHblits independent of the homol-
ogy detection sensitivity. Therefore, we enforce the alignments between query and template
HMM with HHalign that uses the same alignment algorithms as HHblits.
HMMER We built the HMMs for the query sequences with jackhmmer searches in
five iterations (default setting) through the UniProt sequence database. The homology
detection benchmark showed that the prefilter of HMMER hides potential homologs from
the database. We built for each hmmsearch run an individual database that contained just
one template sequence and turned off all acceleration heuristics (option –max ), so we could
ensure an alignment by hmmsearch if possible.
Benchmark For each tool we calculated the average per-residue precision and per-residue
sensitivity compared to the structural alignments of TMalign.
sensitivity =
TP
TP + FN
(1.1)
precision =
TP
TP + FP
(1.2)
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Figure 1.6: Alignment quality benchmark with average per-residue precision and sensitivity
with respect to structural reference alignments by TMalign. We compared alignments
calculated by HMMER and by HHalign on profiles generated with the uniprot20 and with
the uniprot boost1 databases for different mact values (alignment greediness setting).
In this case True-Positive (TP) means aligned residues that are also aligned in the
reference alignment. False-Negative (FN ) means not aligned residues that are aligned in
the reference alignment. False-Positive (FP) means aligned residues that are not aligned
in the reference alignment. Sensitivity defines what fraction of the reference alignment is
captured by the calculated alignment. Precision defines what fraction of the calculated
alignment is actually correctly aligned with respect to the reference alignment.
Result The overall alignment quality in the benchmark is low, since we focused on difficult
alignments in this benchmark (see figure 1.6). We observed that the curve for the different
thresholds in the Maximum ACcuracy alignment with the uniprot boost1 lies above the
curve with the uniprot20 in figure 1.6. For the mact of 0.35 (HHalign’s default setting) the
average per-residue sensitivity and precision of the uniprot boost1 alignments improve by
11.32% and 17.39%, respectively, compared to the uniprot20 alignments and by 63.89% and
58.82%, respectively, compared to the HMMER alignments (see table 1.3).
For global alignments (mact 0.01) the per-residue precision and sensitivity of the
uniprot boost1 alignments improve by 8.3% and 7.9%, respectively, compared to the
uniprot20. The improvement is greater for difficult alignments with low sequence identity
(see table 1.4). The sequence identity is taken from the structural reference alignments.
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tool database mact precision sensitivity
√
precision · sensitivity
HMMER UniProt 0.36 0.17 0.25
HHalign uniprot boost1 0.01 0.39 0.41 0.40
HHalign uniprot boost1 0.1 0.48 0.37 0.42
HHalign uniprot boost1 0.2 0.55 0.31 0.41
HHalign uniprot boost1 0.35 0.59 0.23 0.36
HHalign uniprot boost1 0.5 0.59 0.17 0.32
HHalign uniprot20 0.01 0.36 0.38 0.37
HHalign uniprot20 0.1 0.41 0.36 0.38
HHalign uniprot20 0.2 0.47 0.33 0.39
HHalign uniprot20 0.35 0.53 0.27 0.38
HHalign uniprot20 0.5 0.58 0.21 0.35
Table 1.3: Average per-residue sensitivity and precision compared to structural reference
alignments.
uniprot boost1 uniprot20
alignment identity # alignments precision sensitivity precision sensitivity
x ≤ 0.1 13618 0.25 0.27 0.22 0.23
0.1 < x ≤ 0.2 20264 0.46 0.49 0.44 0.47
0.2 < x ≤ 0.3 1208 0.64 0.69 0.64 0.68
0.3 < x ≤ 0.4 41 0.78 0.84 0.79 0.84
Table 1.4: Average per-residue sensitivity and precision of the HHalign alignments with a
mact of 0.01 split up by the alignment identity of the structural reference alignments.
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1.4.6 Model Quality
Models with fixed Query-Template Pairs
The comparison of sequence alignments to structural alignments is a good indicator for the
general performance of a sequence alignment tool. However, it does not consider alternative
similar structural alignments. In the following benchmark we compared the predicted
structure induced by the calculated alignment to the native structure.
Benchmark We used the alignments of the alignment quality benchmark calculated with
a threshold for the Maximum ACcuracy alignment of 0.01 and built the corresponding
structural models with Modeller [62]. We compared the models to their respective native
structure by TM-score [69].
Result We calculated the TM-scores of structural models to the corresponding native
structures. The models were built with Modeller on global (mact 0.01) HHalign alignments
with fixed query-template pairs of the SCOP20 (intra-superfamily, inter-family, TM-score
≤ 0.8 and > 0.5 of the native structures). For the uniprot boost1 the query HMMs were built
with HHblits searches in two iterations through the uniprot boost1 and the corresponding
template HMMs resemble the diversity of the uniprot boost1. For the uniprot20 the query
HMMs were built with HHblits searches in three iterations through the uniprot20 and the
corresponding template HMMs resemble the diversity of the uniprot20.
Queries, whose models on the basis of the uniprot20 and a TM-score of ≤ 0.3, have
significantly better models with the uniprot boost1 (see figure 1.7). The average TM-score
of the uniprot boost1 and uniprot20 models is 0.43 and 0.41 respectively. This is an
improvement of 4.9%.
Homology Modeling Benchmark
In the previous benchmark we analyzed models with fixed query-template alignment pairs.
This did not consider that we might find other templates for queries with the uniprot boost1
compared to the uniprot20. Therefore, we set up a complete but still simple homology
modeling pipeline to take this effect into account.
Data - uniprot20 We filtered the chain sequences in the PDB (release February 2015;
SEQRES section) for maximal 30% pairwise sequence identity. We removed only sequences
with at least 90% coverage to another sequence (24 558 sequences). We built multiple
sequence alignments for PDB chains with homologous sequences found in 3 search iterations
with HHblits through the uniprot20 database. For these multiple sequences we built the
HHsuite database pdb30 uni20.
For each multiple sequence alignment of a PDB chain in the pdb30 uni20 we searched
with HHblits in one iteration through the pdb30 uni20 database for potential homologs. We
used the best homolog (excluding the self-hit) to build a structural model with Modeller.
We compared the structural model to the native structure with the program TMscore.
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Figure 1.7: We compared the TM-scores of 35 132 structural models built with Modeller
on global (mact 0.01) HHalign alignments with fixed query-template pairs of the SCOP20
(intra-superfamily, inter-family, TM-score ≤ 0.8 and > 0.5 of the native structures). For
the uniprot booost1 the query HMMs were built with HHblits searches in one iteration
through the uniprot boost1 and the corresponding template HMMs resembled the diversity
of the uniprot boost1. For the uniprot20 the query HMMs were built with HHblits searches
in three iterations through the uniprot20 and the corresponding template HMMs resembled
the diversity of the uniprot20.
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# queries pdb30 boost1 - TM-score pdb30 uni20 - TM-score
different template 16260 0.59 0.56
same template 8256 0.74 0.72
Table 1.5: Average TM-scores for 24 558 structure models of the pdb30 boost1 and
pdb30 uni20 split up by queries that report a different best-scoring template and those that
report the same best-scoring template in both databases.
Data - uniprot boost1 We filtered the chain sequences in the PDB (release February
2015; SEQRES section) for maximal 30% pairwise sequence identity. We removed only
sequences with at least 90% coverage to another sequence (24 558 sequences). We built
multiple sequence alignments for these PDB chains with homologous sequences found in two
search iterations with HHblits through the uniprot boost1 database, since the homology
detection sensitivity benchmark showed that most homologs are already found after the
second iteration. For these multiple sequences we built the HHsuite database pdb30 boost1.
For each multiple sequence alignment of a PDB chain in the pdb30 boost1 we searched
with HHblits in one iteration through the pdb30 boost1 database for potential homologs.
We used the best homolog (excluding the self-hit) to build a structural model with Modeller.
We compared the structural model to the native structure with the program TMscore.
Result Models of the pdb30 uni20 and TM-score of ≤ 0.25 can be improved by the models
with the pdb30 boost1 (see figure 1.8). The average TM-score on the pdb30 boost1 and
pdb30 uni20 is 0.64 and 0.61, respectively. This leads to an overall improvement of 4.9%.
Templates with a high TM-score ≥ 0.75 in the pdb30 uni20 worsen in the corresponding
TM-score of the pdb30 boost1.
Some queries report a different best-scoring template in the pdb30 uni20 than in the
pdb30 boost1 (see table 1.5). Here we observed the following:
• 66% of the queries report different highest-scoring templates with the pdb30 boost1
compared to the pdb30 uni20.
• The average TM-score for both pdb30 databases is 25% - 35% higher for queries that
report the same template than for queries that report a different template.
• The average TM-score of queries that report the same template can be improved in
the pdb30 boost1 by 2.78%.
• The average TM-score of queries that report a different template can be improved in
the pdb30 boost1 by 5.36%.
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of 24 558 structure models built in a simple homology modeling
pipeline with the the pdb30 boost1 and the pdb30 uni20 databases. We calculated the
TM-score for all models with respect to their native structure. Both databases are built
on the sequences of the PDB filtered for maximal 30% pairwise sequence identity. The
MSAs for the pdb30 boost1 were built in two search iterations of HHblits through the
uniprot boost1. The MSAs for the pdb30 uni20 were built in three search iterations of
HHblits through the uniprot20.
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1.5 Discussion and Conclusion
We enriched the very conservative clusters of the uniprot20 with homologs found by HHblits
in one search iteration through the uniprot20 to build the diversity-enriched uniprot boost1
database. The clusters of the uniprot boost1 contain about 14 times more sequences. The
effective number of sequences is increased from 1.18 to 3.78. This increase in diversity leads
to several performance improvements for HHblits.
Three iterations through the uniprot boost1 are on average 3.7 times slower and find
about 20% more homologs than three iterations through the uniprot20.
Three search iterations with HHblits through the uniprot boost1 are about 0.37 times
slower and find about 56% more homologs than three search iterations with PSI-BLAST
through the UniProt.
Three search iterations with HHblits through the uniprot boost1 are about 2.1 times
faster and find about 32% more homologs than three search iterations with HMMER
through the UniProt.
For default alignment greediness setting (mact of 0.35) the average per-residue sensitivity
and precision of the uniprot boost1 alignments improve by 11.32% and 17.39%, respectively,
compared to the uniprot20 alignments and by 63.89% and 58.82%, respectively, compared
to the HMMER alignments (see table 1.3). Global alignments (mact 0.01) of sequences with
less than 10% sequence identity are improved by 28% in precision and 5% in sensitivity.
The structure models of global alignments with the uniprot boost1 have a 4.9% higher
TMscore than with the uniprot20. Especially models on the basis of the uniprot20 with a
TMscore of < 0.3 can be improved with the models on the basis of the uniprot boost1.
In a simple pipeline for protein homology modeling detection we showed that we are
able to detect other templates for 66% of the queries with on average 5.4% higher TMscores
with the uniprot boost1 compared to the uniprot20. Models of queries that report the same
template with both databases have a 2.8% higher TMscore due to the improved alignment
quality with the uniprot boost1.
The uniprot boost1 improves especially models on the basis of the uniprot20 that have a
TMscore < 0.25, however models with the uniprot20 that have a TMscore > 0.75 decreased
slightly in the TMscore. In HHpred, our in-group developed homology modeling server [36],
we apply a neural network to select the best template specifically for homology modeling. It
might be useful to train a new neural network to select the best templates from uniprot20
and uniprot boost1 models.
The generation of the uniprot boost1 clusters with HHblits took 150 000 CPU hours on
the Amazon Web Services. A faster but less sensitive approach might be the generation
with iterative MMseqs profile-profile searches.
In summary, HHblits finds with the diversity-enriched uniprot boost1 database more
homologs and generates more accurate alignments that lead to better structure models
than with the uniprot20. It further widens the gap to HHblits’ competitors HMMER and
PSI-BLAST. We showed that the performance of HHblits with the uniprot boost1 can be
transferred to the downstream application of homology modeling. The uniprot boost1 is
capable to become another default database for HHblits and may impact sequence-based
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predictions of evolutionarily conserved properties, such as secondary or tertiary structure,
disorder, catalytic sites, post-translational modifications, short linear motifs, or interaction
interface. In chapter 2 we will use the uniprot boost1 as a substrate to design an algorithm
to decompose the complete protein sequence space into domains.

Chapter 2
Chopping Protein Sequence Space
into Domains
2.1 Abstract
Domains are the basic structural, functional and evolutionary units of proteins. To elucidate
the cellular functions of a protein we need to understand the molecular functions of its
domains. Protein sequences are annotated by the matches to domains in domain family
databases such as Pfam, SCOP or CATH. However, existing domain databases cover
less than half of the known sequence space and encompass only a small fraction of all
protein domain families. Here, we developed an algorithm based on a Bayesian statistical
model, called Pdom, with which we can consistently decompose the entire protein sequence
space into its evolutionary units. We showed that, for proteins of known structure, this
decomposition agrees very well with the domain definitions based on their structure, function
and evolution. We hope that the resulting database of protein domain families, UniDom,
will become the basis for homology-based protein sequence annotation efforts.
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2.2 Introduction
Domains are the functional subunits of proteins. During evolution they are copied and
reused in different proteins. This leads to domains that appear in different proteins with
different domain compositions (see figure 3). Due to their functions, domains are essential
for the cell and the organism. That is why domains are under evolutionary pressure to
maintain their function. Domain border prediction tools that apply comparative sequence
analysis exploit the observation that the homologous region shared between two proteins
usually starts with a common domain start and ends with a common domain end. By
performing an all-against-all comparison within the protein sequence space, domain border
predictors try to infer the domain boundaries from starts and ends of the generated pairwise
alignments. Those alignments indicate the shared homologous region between two proteins,
usually the shared domains. There are three domain border prediction tools that apply
comparative sequence analysis: DoBo [25], ADDA [34] and EVEREST [50].
ADDA
ADDA [34] performs an all-against-all search with BLAST [10] within a protein sequence
database. For each query sequence a multiple sequence alignment is calculated from the
pairwise alignments of BLAST.
ADDA assumes that most of the templates share a single domain with the query that
is captured by the pairwise alignment. Therefore, two residues i and j of the query are
considered to be in the same domain, if they are frequently aligned together in the different
templates.
A residue correlation matrix is derived from the multiple sequence alignment (see
figure 2.1). For each pair of positions i and j in the query, the residue correlation matrix
counts how often they were aligned simultaneously in the different templates. ADDA splits
the query into putative domains to maximize the counts in the residue correlation matrix
within the resulting domains and to minimize the counts in the residue correlation matrix
between the resulting domains.
Afterwards, ADDA selects iteratively from this set of putative domains on basis of
an objective function that considers the likelihood of alignments to end or start within a
domain and the likelihood of alignments to cover multiple domains.
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Figure 2.1: ADDA performs an all-against-all search with BLAST within a protein sequence
database. A residue correlation matrix is generated for each query. Each cell in the matrix
contains the counts for the pair of residues i and j in the query how often they were aligned
simultaneously in the different templates. ADDA splits the query into domains. Each
split separates the residue correlation matrix in four quadrants. The splits are chosen to
maximize the counts within the putative domains (upper left and lower right quadrant)
and minimize the counts between the two putative domains (upper right and lower left
quadrant). Each putative domain may be split further into smaller putative domains. The
final set of putative domains is chosen on basis of an objective function that considers the
likelihood of alignments to end or start within a domain and the likelihood of alignments
to cover multiple domains.
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DoBo
DoBo [25] calculates a multiple sequence alignment for the query with a PSI-BLAST search
[10].
Within the multiple sequence alignment DoBo searches for domain boundary signals.
A domain boundary signal is a gap which begins at the N- or C-terminal end of a
sequence in the multiple sequence alignment and extends continuously for at least 45
residues. The location of the domain boundary signal is the first non-gap residue in the
sequence.
DoBo classifies the set of domain boundary signals in:
• False boundary signals occurring in a single domain protein.
• Near boundary signals occurring within 20 residues of any domain boundary in a
multi-domain protein.
• Away boundary signals occurring more than 20 residues away of any domain boundary
in a multi-domain protein.
DoBo uses two Support Vector Machines (SVM) to decide between these three cases.
The first SVM decides between false boundary or true boundary signals. The second SVM
decides for the true boundary signals between near boundary or away boundary signals.
Both SVMs use the same set of features:
• The SVMs consider for each residue in a window of 41 residues centered around the
signal site with the normalized frequencies of the 20 residues plus a gap, the predicted
likelihood of the residue to be part of an alpha-helix, a beta-strand or a loop, and the
predicted likelihood to be buried or to be exposed.
• The SVMs take as features the position of the signal with respect to the N terminal
(residue index divided by 100), the position with respect to the C terminal (protein
length minus residue index divided by 100) and the number of boundary signal sites
within 5 residues.
• Another feature is the length of the sequence divided by 100.
• DoBo calculates the total number of signals generated by all of the sequences in the
multiple sequence alignment within a 11 residue window of the signal site. This local
sum was calculated for each residue in the sequence and then converted to z-scores.
The final feature is the z-score for the signal site.
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EVEREST
In order to predict domains, EVEREST [50] filters a protein sequence database for redun-
dancy and repeated consecutive sequence segments are removed. EVEREST performs an
all-against-all search within this database with BLAST [10].
The alignment of every query template pair with E-score < 100 from the all-against-all
BLAST search is recalculated with an iterative variant of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [56].
Significantly similar aligned sequence segments together with their sequence similarity
are collected in a segment database. EVEREST’s workflow is illustrated in figure 2.2.
For each pair of template segments on the same query, an overlap similarity is
calculated, that is the length of their intersection divided by the length of their union.
The segments on the same query are clustered into groups according to their overlap
similarity. EVEREST requires each pair of segments within the same group to have an
overlap similarity of ≥ 0.5.
The groups are clustered by their sequence similarity of their segments by average linkage
clustering. EVEREST starts with a single cluster for each group. In multiple iterations the
two most similar clusters are merged until there is just one cluster left. EVEREST keeps
track of each intermediate merged cluster. Those merged clusters are candidate domain
families.
EVEREST applies a boosting algorithm [21] to select appropriate candidate families.
The machine learing approach takes cluster intrinsic features, e.g. size of the cluster,
similarity of the clusters that were merged, variance of the sequence lengths in the cluster
([50] mentions just these example features).
For each selected candidate family a multiple sequence alignment is calculated with
Clustal-W [59]. Each MSA is subsequently transformed to a Hidden Markov model with
HMMER [39].
HMMER searches for each HMM of the selected candidate families through the protein
sequence database. From the aligned sequence segments, a segment database is re-generated.
Segments created by the same HMM have a sequence similarity equal to the sum of
their E-Scores from HMMER. With this new database a new iteration can be started. After
three iterations, overlapping domain families are merged.
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Figure 2.2: EVEREST performs an all-against-all search within a protein sequence database.
From this search a database of the aligned template segments is generated together with
the pairwise sequence similarity between segments. The template segments for a query are
clustered by their overlap similarity, that is the length of their intersection divided by the
length of their union. Those groups of segments are hierarchically merged by the sequence
similarity of their segments. A machine learning approach selects the best candidate domain
families of these merged clusters. For each selected domain family a Hidden Markov model
is calculated. With these HMMs and HMMER a new segment database may be built for a
new iteration or overlapping domain families are merged.
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Figure 2.3: Identifying domain borders in a query sequence by alignments against all
known sequences. By calculating the probabilities for the alignment start and end of the
homologous region (blue and red distributions) in a large number of sequence alignments,
the precise domain starts and ends in the query sequence can be determined in a Bayesian
approach. The more diverse the found domain architectures of the template, the better the
domain decomposition. More diverse domain architectures are more remotely related and
harder to find with homology detection tools like HHblits.
Pdom
In the following, we will describe the method of our domain predictor Pdom. We calculated
the all-against-all alignments with HHblits within the HMM database uniprot boost1 (see
chapter 1). For each alignment between a query and a template, we get the alignment start
and end probabilities for each pair of residues in the query and template. We can combine
the alignment start and end probabilities of several templates to a domain prediction in a
Bayesian statistical model (see figure 2.3). This approach allows us to consider inserted
domains (see section 2.3.3). Since we calculate domain predictions for every cluster in the
uniprot boost1, we can include the domain prediction of the templates in further iterations
to maximize the consistency between the domain predictions (see section 2.3.4).
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2.3 Method
In chapter 1 we introduced the uniprot boost1 database a large set of 4 866 021 protein
profile Hidden Markov Models (HMM) that encompassed the known protein sequence space
(release October 2012, see chapter 1). We performed an all-against-all search with HHblits
within this database. Let q be the query profile HMM, since we queried the rest of the
database for homologs to this query sequence. The detected homologous database profile
HMMs are called templates t1, . . . , tK .
HHblits returns the following information about the alignment between the query q and
the template tk
1. the probability Pqk that query q and template tk are homologous;
2. the alignment backward probability bqk(i, j) that the alignment starts at position i of
the query q and position j of the template tk;
3. the alignment forward probability fqk(i, j) that the alignment ends at position i of
the query q and position j of the template tk;
4. the alignment posterior probability p(qi  tk,j|Aqk) that position i in the query q and
position j in the template tk are aligned.
This information, abbreviated as Aqk = (Pqk, bqk, fqk, p(qi  tk,j|Aqk)), is calculated by
HHblits.
The goal of the statistical framework presented in the following is to extract from the
all-versus-all pairwise alignments Aqk the domain start posterior probabilities p
s
q(i) and
domain end posterior probabilities peq(i) for all sequences q in the database at each position
i. The domain start posterior probability psq(i) is the likelihood for a domain start in
the query q at position i given the pairwise alignments Aqk. The domain end posterior
probability psq(i) is the likelihood for a domain start in the query q at position i given the
pairwise alignments Aqk.
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2.3.1 Notation
q query HMM
t1, . . . , tK template HMM with which q is aligned
Lq, Lk length of query sequence q and template sequence tk
i, j, l indices for positions in q or tk
σ, σ′ labels for domain start s or end e position. Without inserted
domains: σ, σ′ ∈ {s, e}. With inserted domains: σ, σ′ ∈
{s0, e0, s1, e1, . . .} (see section 2.3.3 for explanation of superindices)
Pqk probability that q and tk are homologous, calculated by HHblits
bqk(i, j) alignment backward probability that the alignment starts at position
i of the query q and position j of the template tk, calculated from
the Backward algorithm in HHblits
fqk(i, j) alignment forward probability that the alignment ends at position
i of the query q and position j of the template tk, calculated from
the Forward algorithm in HHblits
p(qi  tk,j|Aqk) alignment posterior probability that position i of query q and posi-
tion j of template tk are aligned, calculated from the Backward/-
Forward algorithm in HHblits
Aq = {Aq1, . . . , AqK} pairwise alignments between q and templates t1, . . . , tK . Aqk sub-
sumes all alignment information, Aqk = (Pqk, bqk, fqk, p(qitk,j|Aqk)).
Yq = {y1, . . . , y2D} set of ordered domain start s and end e points in the query. Each
point yν = [σ, i]ν consists of a label σ ∈ {s, e} and of the position
i ∈ {0, . . . , Lq} of the ν’th start or end point. D is the number of
domains.
p([σ, i]| . . .) p([σ, i] ∈ Yq| . . .), probability for [σ, i] to be a domain start/end
point
p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1 . . .) probability for label [σ, i] to directly succeed label [σ′, j]
sqk, eqk start and end positions of common homologous region (not aligned
region) between q and tk; must coincide with domain start/end
positions
q ∼ tk q is homologous to tk; example: p(q ∼ tk|Aqk) = Pqk
Fσ,i Forward probability for domain start (σ = s) or end (σ = e)
Bσ,j Backward probability for domain start (σ = s) or end (σ = e)
pred(σ), succ(σ) set of states that are possible predecessors / successors to σ
pσq (i) probability that a domain starts (σ=s) or ends (σ=e) at position i
in the query
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2.3.2 Forward-Backward algorithm for domain start and end prob-
abilities
The sequence of a protein shall be classified in linker and domain regions. Linker regions
are the unconserved or less conserved residues before and after a domain. Those regions are
usually structurally disordered. Every protein sequence q starts with a linker at position
1, possibly of length 0, and it ends with a linker at position Lq. Therefore, the following
virtual domain end and start points are given,
y0 := [e, 0]
y† := [s, Lq + 1] (2.1)
to fix the boundary conditions of the dynamic programming problem.
Figure 2.4: Domain starts and ends for a query sequence with virtual domain end and start at
position 0 and Lq + 1, respectively.
With the exception of inserted domains, every domain is followed by a linker, and every
linker is followed either by another domain or the end of the sequence (see figure 2.4).
We applied the forward-backward algorithm to compute the posterior probability
p([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq) for a domain start σ = s and end σ = e at position i ∈ {1, . . . , Lq}, given
the alignments Aq of the query with the K templates (see figure 2.5). Each path through
the dynamic programming matrix shown in figure 2.5 represents one domain decomposition
of the query protein.
We define the domain forward probabilities Fσ,i as the sum of the probabilities of
all paths {y0 . . . yν} starting at y0 = [e, 0] and ending at yν = [σ, i] in the matrix, with
σ ∈ {s, e}:
Fσ,i :=
∑
all paths y1...yν−1
p(y1 . . . yν−1, yν =[σ, i]| y0,Aq) = p([σ, i]| y0,Aq) (2.2)
where y1 . . . yν is a valid path with ordered domain starts and domain ends at positions
i0 < i1 < . . . < iν . Analogously, we define the backward probabilities Bσ,j as the sum of
probabilities of all paths {yν . . . y†} starting at yν = [σ, i] and ending at y† = [s,Lq+1]:
Bσ,i :=
∑
all paths yν+1...y2D
p(yν+1 . . . y2D+1| yν =[σ, i],Aq) = p(y†| yν =[σ, i],Aq) (2.3)
The domain posterior probabilities p([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq) for a domain start or end at position
i ∈ {1, . . . , Lq} can be written as:
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Figure 2.5: Dynamic programming algorithm that does not take into account inserted domains.
Each path through the matrix represents a domain decomposition of the query protein. By
dynamic programming, the optimal path and the posterior probabilities for domain starts s and
ends e at any position i can be found.
p([σ, i]| y0, y†,Aq) = p([σ, i], y†| y0,Aq)
p(y†| y0,Aq) . (2.4)
The denominator is Fs,Lq+1 = Be,0. The numerator can be split into two terms:
p([σ, i], y†, | y0,Aq) =
∑
all paths {y1...y2D} through [σ,i]
p(y1 . . . y2D+1| y0,Aq)
=
∑
all paths {y1...y2D} : yν=[σ,i]
p(y1 . . . yν−1, yν =[σ, i]| y0,Aq) p(yν+1 . . . y2D+1| yν =[σ, i],Aq)
= Fσ,iBσ,i (2.5)
Therefore, the posterior probability is
pσq (i) = p([σ, i]|y0, y†,Aq) =
Fσ,iBσ,i
Fs,Lq+1
(2.6)
The initialization is given by equation (2.1). The iteration equation for the domain
start positions of the forward matrix is:
Fs,i =
∑
all paths y1...yν−1
p(y1 . . . yν−1, yν = [s, i]|y0,Aq)
=
i∑
j=0
∑
all paths y1...yν−2
p(y1 . . . yν−2, yν−1 = [e, j]|y0,Aq) p(yν = [s, i]|yν−1 = [e, j],Aq)
=
i∑
j=0
Fe,j gq(s, i|e, j) (2.7)
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Figure 2.6: Illustration of the Forward iteration equation (2.7). We can calculate the
Forward probability Fs,i for a domain start at position i by summing up the joint probability
of all preceding positions j to be a domain end Fe,j and the transition probability gq(s, i|e, j)
for adjacent domain end at position j and domain start at position i.
where we used the following abbreviation:
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) := p(yν =[σ, i]|yν−1=[σ′, j],Aq) (2.8)
The iteration equation for the domain end positions of the forward matrix is analogous
to the previous equation. In summary, we get
Fs,i =
i−1∑
j=0
Fe,j gq(s, i|e, j)
Fe,i =
i−1∑
j=0
Fs,j gq(e, i|s, j) (2.9)
The backward iteration equations are derived in the same way:
Bs,i =
∑
all paths yν+1...y2D
p(yν+1 . . . y2D+1|yν = [s, i],Aq)
=
Lq+1∑
j=i+1
∑
all paths yν+2...y2D
p(yν+1 = [e, j], yν+2 . . . y2D+1|yν = [s, i],Aq)
=
Lq+1∑
j=i+1
∑
all paths yν+2...y2D
p(yν+2 . . . y2D+1|yν+1 = [e, j],Aq) p(yν+1 = [e, j]|yν = [s, i],Aq)
=
Lq+1∑
j=i
Be,j gq(e, j|s, i) (2.10)
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and analogously for Be,i. In summary, the backward iteration equations are
Bs,i =
Lq+1∑
j=i+1
Be,j gq(e, j|s, i)
Be,i =
Lq+1∑
j=i+1
Bs,j gq(s, j|e, i) (2.11)
The derivation of gq(σ, i|σ′, j) is shown in section B.2.2.
2.3.3 Extension to inserted domains
In about 5 − 20% of multi-domain proteins at least one domain is inserted within or
interlaced with another domain [67]. We introduced start and stop states sλ, eλ for each
level of nesting λ = 0, 1, 2, . . . to model those cases of inserted domains (see figure 2.7).
Forward-Backward algorithm for inserted domain boundary prediction
Equations (2.2)-(2.6) for the definition of the forward, backward and posterior domain proba-
bilities are unmodified, except that they now apply to states σ, σ′ ∈ {s0, e0, s1, e1, s2, e2, . . .}.
The iteration equations for forward and backward probabilities are generalized:
Fσ,0 = I(σ=e
0)
Bσ,Lq+1 = I(σ=s
0)
Fσ,i =
∑
σ′∈pred(σ)
i−1∑
j=0
Fσ′,j gq(σ, i|σ′, j)
Bσ,i =
∑
σ′∈succ(σ)
Lq+1∑
j=i+1
Bσ′,j gq(σ
′, j|σ, i) (2.12)
where the definition of gq(σ
′, j|σ, i, ) in equation (2.8) is the same as before but applies to
σ, σ′ ∈ {s0, e0, s1, e1, s2, e2, . . .}. pred(σ) and succ(σ) are the sets of possible predecessor
and successor states of σ, respectively, as shown in figure 2.7b. Example given, pred(s0) =
{e0}, pred(e0) = {s0, e1}.
In equation (2.6) the state s is changed to s0:
pσq (i) = p([σ, i]|y0, y†,Aq) =
Fσ,iBσ,i
Fs0,Lq+1
. (2.13)
We derive gq(σ, i|σ′, j) for inserted domains in section B.3.
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Figure 2.7: Dynamic programming algorithm that takes possible inserted domains into account.
(a) Each path through the matrix represents a domain decomposition of the query protein. Into a
domain between states s0 and e0, a domain can be inserted whose start and end positions are
labeled with s1 and e1. (b) Within inserted domains, further domains can be inserted in a nested
fashion. Domain starts are labeled s0, s1, s2, . . ., domain ends are labeled e0, e1, e2, . . .. The upper
indices denote the level of nested insertions. The probability for a domain insertion is pins, the
probability for an inserted domain to be followed by another inserted domain on the same nesting
level is prep.
2.3.4 Consistency iterations
Our goal is to iteratively improve the consistency between predictions for all pairs of
sequences by using the information on domain starts and ends in template tk from the
previous iteration to improve the prediction of domain starts and ends of query q. The first
iteration corresponds to what has been described so far. After a few consistency-increasing
iterations, the domain start and end probability profiles should converge.
Updating the query-template alignments
In the first iteration of the algorithm, predictions were based on the alignment start and
end probabilities , pσqk (equations (B.1), (B.2)). In subsequent iterations, we use the domain
start and end posterior probabilities pσk ,
pσk(i) := p([σ, i] ∈ Ytk | y0, y†,Atk) (2.14)
derived in the previous iteration, in order to improve the alignment start and end probability
estimates p′σqk. In the following, we assume that the alignment forward and backward
probabilities fqk(i, j) and bqk(i, j) are approximately independent of the domain start and
end posterior probabilities pσk(i), since these integrate information gathered over many
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equation 2.14
equation 2.16
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Figure 2.8: The simple update of the alignment start probabilities bqk(i, j) with the predicted
domain start probabilities p
bsc
k (j) of the previous iteration leads to improved alignment
start profiles ps
′
qk(i) (see section 2.3.4). Combining the alignment probability p(qi  tk,j|Aqk)
and the predicted domain boundaries p
bsc
k (j) of the previous iteration in the calculation
of r
bσc
qk (i) leads to new domain start signals after domains in the query not shared with
the template tk (see section 2.3.4). The same procedure can be applied analogously to the
alignment and domain end probabilities.
alignments:
psqk
′(i) ≈
∑Lk
j=1 bqk(i, j) p
s
k(j)∑Lq
i′=1
∑Lk
j=1 bqk(i
′, j) psk(j)
peqk
′(i) ≈
∑Lk
j=1 fqk(i, j) p
e
k(j)∑Lq
i′=1
∑Lk
j=1 fqk(i
′, j) pek(j)
(2.15)
We transfer the information about domain starts and ends from the templates onto the
query.
Transferring information about domain boundaries within alignments
The previous modification to subsequent iterations is not sufficient to attain full consistency
between the domain decomposition of all queries in the database. Consider a query sequence
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with three domains, A, C and B and a template with homologous domains A′ and B′
aligned to it. Suppose the template has reliably predicted domain boundaries between A′
and B′. Both sequences have domains A and B in common, improving the estimate of the
alignment start and end positions will not improve the prediction of the domain end of A
and the domain start of B in the query, even though the alignment would allow to predict
these boundaries in the query from their positions in the template (see figure 2.8).
We transfer the information about domain starts and ends from the templates onto the
query by using the alignment posterior probability p(qi  tk,j|Aqk) that position i of q and
position j of tk are aligned:
r
bσc
qk (i) = p(sqk ≤ i ≤ eqk ∧ [σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aqk, pbσck ) =
Lq∑
j=1
p(qi  tk,j|Aqk) pbσck (j) (2.16)
We define bσc by bsλc := s and beλc := e, where s and e signify any of the start or end
states, respectively. We further define r∗qk as the probability that the alignment Aqk includes
column i of q:
r∗qk(i) = p(sqk ≤ i ≤ eqk|Aqk) =
Lq∑
j=1
p(qi∼ tk,j|Aqk) (2.17)
For the consistency iterations we use almost the same procedure to compute the next
iteration of psq(i), including the forward-backward algorithm. But instead of computing
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) as defined in equation (2.8), we needed to calculate
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) = p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1,Aq, ps1...K ′, pe1...K)′ , (2.18)
which differs from equation (2.8) only by conditioning also on the domain start and end
posterior probability densities psk(j) and p
e
k(j) from the previous iteration (equation (2.14)).
The information in psk(j) and p
e
k(j) is included by p
s
qk
′(i), peqk
′(i), rsqk(i), r
e
qk(i), and r
∗
qk(i).
We derived gq(σ, i|σ′, j) for the consistency iteration in section B.4.
2.3.5 Algorithm for Domain Border Prediction
We calculate a domain decomposition with the following algorithm. For this purpose, we
calculate the mean posterior domain probability for each σ and position i in a window of
i± δ:
p∗([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq) =
i+δ∑
j=i−δ
p([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq)
(
1.0− |i− j|
δ
)
We determine for each position i and each σ the most likely precursor border [j, σ′] in
the matrix v([σ, i]):
v([σ, i]) = max
j<i
σ′∈pred(σ)
F (σ′, j)g(i, σ|j, σ′) p([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq)
p∗([σ, i] ∈ Yq|Aq)
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For each entry we save the most likely precursor [j, σ′]. Beginning from i = Lq + 1 and
and σ = s0 we trace back the most likely path through the matrix v([σ, i]), that ends in
σ = e0 and i = 0.
2.3.6 HHblits - Alignment Information Output
HHblits builds high-quality MSAs starting from single sequences or from MSAs. It trans-
forms the input into a query HMM and iteratively searches through a database of HMMs
by adding significantly similar sequences to the query HMM for the next search iteration.
HHblits scans a discretized representation of the database Hidden Markov profiles, the
column state sequences, with a fast prefilter. HMMs whose column state sequences pass
the prefilter are aligned to the query HMM using the fast Viterbi HMM-HMM alignment
algorithm. HHblits realigns all high scoring Viterbi alignments in a second stage using the
more accurate, but slower Maximum ACcuracy (MAC) algorithm.
During the Maximum Accuracy algorithm the backward and forward algorithms are
applied. These algorithms calculate the alignment start and end probabilities, respectively.
The alignment posterior probability for position i in the query q and position j in the
template tk is calculated from the alignment start and end probabilities.
Alignment Matrix Compression
The alignment start, alignment end and alignment posterior probabilities together with the
probability that query q and template tk are homologs are used by Pdom. For our final goal
to split the whole known sequence space into domains we developed a compressed binary
format to output these matrices with HHblits (see figure 2.9).
Floats are usually saved in 32 bits. The last bit is for the sign, the following eight bits
are for the exponent and the remaining 23 bits are for the mantissa. This representation is
defined in the Standard for Floating-Point Arithmetic by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE 754).
The float value can be calculated from its bits in the following way:
(−1)sign · 2exponent−127 · fraction (2.19)
exponent =
7∑
i=0
b23+i2
i (2.20)
mantissa = 1 +
22∑
i=0
b22−i2−i−1 (2.21)
For our binary representation of probabilities, we do not need the full scope of 32 bits
and can reduce the representation to eight bits, the usual size of a char (see figure 2.10).
The compressed float representation can display a minimal float value of 3.0517578 · 10−5
and a maximal float value of 1.9375 with a precision of 1.907349 · 10−6.
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Figure 2.10: Floats are usually saved in 32 bits. The last bit is for the sign, the following
eight bits are for the exponent and the remaining 23 bits are for the mantissa. For our
binary representation of probabilities, we do not need the full precision of 32 bits and can
reduce the representation to eight bits, the usual size of a char. Therefore, we use only the
bits indicated by e and m.
2.3.7 Training, Testing and Benchmark Set
We filtered the SCOP (release 1.75) to a maximum 25% pairwise sequence identity and
filtered only pairs with at least 90% coverage. We mapped the filtered SCOP sequences to
UniRef50 sequences with SWIPE, a fast Smith-Waterman alignment implementation [53].
We included only domain annotations with an e-value < 10−5, and only proteins that have
annotations in releases of Pfam and ADDA, so we can compare Pdom to those domain
predictors. The selected domains were filtered for a maximal overlap of ten residues. We
split up the proteins by their SCOP domain folds into a training, testing and benchmark
set.
The final benchmark set consists of 914 proteins with 1379 domain annotations. The
final test set for parameter optimization of Pdom consists of 240 proteins with 393 domain
annotations.
Pfam
We used the domain annotation of Pfam-A (version 27.0) [26].
ADDA
We used the latest domain predictions of ADDA (October 2012,
http://genserv.anat.ox.ac.uk/downloads/adda/) [34].
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Figure 2.11: (A) Training with fit of the domain length distribution; (B) Estimation of the
linker length distribution
2.4 Optimization and Training
2.4.1 Training of Domain and Linker Lengths
The algorithm requires prior knowledge about the linker length distribution, the domain
length distribution and the length distributions for domain fragments separated by domain
insertions (see section B.2.2). The algorithm assumes different distributions for the different
nesting levels λ. There are not enough examples for higher nesting levels in SCOP, therefore
we assumed the same distributions for those higher nesting levels.
We trained the domain length and the length of domain fragments split by domain
insertions from SCOP annotations (SCOPe version 2.05 [27]; filtered to a maximum of 95%
pairwise sequence identity). We fitted the distribution
f(x, a, c, d) =
{
z−1 x−a
c−a if x ≤ c
z−1e−d(x−c) if x > c
with:
z−1 =
1− e−d
0.5(c− a− 1) + 1
to these trained statistics with the L-BFGS-B algorithm [17] (see figure 2.11A and
figure 2.12).
SCOP separates proteins in the PDB completely into domains without linker regions.
Therefore, we assumed a reasonable distribution for the linker lengths (see figure 2.11B).
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Figure 2.12: Training with fit of the left (A) and right (B) domain fragment length
distributions. Those fragments are caused by insertions.
2.4.2 Scores for Benchmark and Optimization
Domain Boundary Shift For each annotated domain start in the benchmark set we
pick the closest predicted domain start. The distance between annotated and predicted
domain start is called shift. The predictions are more accurate the lower the shift. The
same is done for domain ends.
Domain starts close to the N-terminus and domain ends close to the C-terminus are
easier to predict. Therefore, we limited the benchmark to annotated domain borders at
least 40 residues away from the N-/C-terminal site of the protein. However, this score does
not penalize too short domain predictions (see figure 2.13).
Domain Coverage For each annotated domain in the reference set we calculate the
coverage with each predicted domain. For each annotation we pick the best-covering
prediction. Each prediction may be used only once. This statistic does not penalize too
long domain predictions for proteins sparsely covered by reference domain annotations (see
figure 2.14).
Optimization Score We developed an optimization score that captures how well the
domain prediction matches the annotation. For each reference domain of the query we
pick the best covering predicted domain. No predicted domain can be used twice to cover
two reference domains. For each predicted domain of the query we pick the best covering
reference domain. No annotated reference domain can be used twice to cover two predicted
domains. The final score is the mean coverage of all references and predictions. The score
is designed to penalize too short and too long domain predictions (see figure 2.15).
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Figure 2.13: For each domain start in the reference set we calculate the distance to the
closest predicted domain border in this domain boundary shift benchmark.
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Figure 2.14: For each annotated domain in the reference set we calculate the coverage with
each predicted domain. For each annotation we choose one prediction that covered the
annotation best. Each prediction may be used only once.
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Figure 2.15: The illustrated score picks for each reference domain of the query the best
covering predicted domain. No predicted domain may be used to cover two reference
domains. The same is done the other way around. The final score is the mean coverage of
all references and predictions.
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Figure 2.16: The score shown in figure 2.15 assumes that all reference domains for the
query are known. Therefore, we introduced a filtered score that fixes this disadvantage. We
include only the coverage of predictions in the statistic that could theoretically be covered
by an annotation above a threshold of 10%.
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The score assumes a perfect reference annotation, in which every domain of every protein
is accurately annotated. Therefore, we introduce a filtered score that fixes this disadvantage.
We include only the coverage of predictions in the mean coverage that can be covered by
an annotation above a threshold of 10% (see figure 2.16).
This score penalizes too long predictions and too short predictions, therefore it is suitable
for optimization.
2.4.3 Parameter Optimization
Alignment Parameters of HHblits The alignment parameters of HHblits were opti-
mized to generate accurate final alignments, but the intermediate alignment start and end
distributions used by Pdom were never directly optimized.
We focused on the following three parameters of HHblits:
• shift: profile-profile score offset
• gapf: gap open penalty for deletes
• gapg: gap open penalty for inserts
For our optimization we assumed the same setting for the gap open penalty for deletes
and inserts.
Template Weighting Parameter α The different alignments that lead to a domain
prediction might contain redundant information. Therefore, we weight the contribution of
each alignment to the Bayes factor (see equation (B.4)). The weighting wσqk is regulated
by the parameter α (see section B.2.3). An α of zero means that all templates contribute
equally in the Bayes factor. Higher values of α decrease the contribution of templates with
similar alignment information. α might depend on the alignment parameters, therefore we
optimized them together.
Results We performed a grid search for optimal parameter settings. For each pair of
parameters we calculated the corresponding alignments of our optimization set with HHblits
and calculated the domain predictions with Pdom.
For all tested parameter combinations of gap and shift an α of 0.0 performs best. There
are two parameter combinations with similar high scores gap 0.6 with shift −1.0 and gap
0.0 with shift −1.0 (see figure 2.17). For gap 0.0 we have more alignments than for gap 0.6
(see figure 2.18A).
A statistical model can be disturbed by noise. In the case of Pdom, noise are alignments
that do not start or end at actual domain boundaries. With the change in the default
parameters of HHblits we might get more of them. We defined informative alignments
to have a sum of alignment start probabilities ±20 residues around an annotated domain
start > 0.2 or a sum of alignment end probabilities ±20 residues around an annotated
domain end > 0.2. So we have at least a small signal for an annotated domain boundary in
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the informative alignment. We calculated the fraction of informative alignments for our
domain prediction with respect to the optimization reference for all alignment parameter
combinations (see figure 2.18B). The fraction of informative alignments is higher for gap
0.6 with shift −1.0 than for gap 0.0 with shift −1.0.
More remote domain architectures help us to infer domain boundaries. Alignments of
proteins with more remote domain architectures are more difficult, since the homologous
region of the query and template might be several residues away from the N-terminal and
C-terminal protein site. We calculated the mean sum of alignment start probabilities in a
window of ±20 residues around annotated domain starts at least 40 residues away from
the query’s N-terminal site and a greater portion of the alignment start probabilities at
least 40 residues away from the template’s N-terminal site (see figure 2.19A). We did the
corresponding statistic for difficult alignment ends (see figure 2.19B).
The parameter combination of gap 0.6 with shift −1.0 performed for difficult alignment
starts and ends moderately well, whereas the parameter combination of gap 0.0 with shift
−1.0 performed for difficult alignment ends well but for difficult alignment starts badly.
Therefore, we decided to use a shift of −1.0, a gap penalty of 0.6 and an alpha of 0.0.
By default, HHblits uses a gap of 0.6 with a shift of −0.03.
2.5 Results
Domain Boundary Shift ADDA predicts domain start and end sites within 20 residues
in 15% of the reference domain start and end sites (see figure 2.20). Pfam annotates domain
start sites within 20 residues in 67% of the reference domain start sites and annotates
domain end sites within 20 residues in 58% of the reference domain end sites.
The first iteration of Pdom predicts domain start sites within 20 residues in 50% of
the reference domain start sites and annotates domain end sites within 20 residues in 37%
of the reference domain end sites. After the second iteration predicted domain starts are
within 20 residues in 50% of the reference domain start sites and predicted domain ends
are within 20 residues in 45% of the reference domain end sites.
Domain Coverage The mean coverage of domains in the benchmark by predictions of
ADDA was 32%, 80% by Pfam, 74% and 75% by Pdom after the first iteration and after
the second iteration, respectively (see figure 2.21).
2.5.1 Analysis of Good Predictions
In table 2.1 we show several examples of good predictions generated by Pdom after the
second iteration.
Q6N2W5 encompasses two SCOP domains according to our mapping (see table 2.2).
The prediction of Pdom after the second iteration covers the SCOP domains almost perfectly.
However, the predicted domain Q6N2W5 5 includes the long linker between the two SCOP
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Figure 2.17: The filtered optimization score for domain predictions for different alignment
parameter settings of HHblits. The parameter combinations of gap penalty 0.6 with shift
−1.0 and gap penalty 0.0 with shift −1.0 performed similarly well. HHblits uses by default
the gap penalty 0.6 and shift −0.03.
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Figure 2.18: For different alignment parameters of HHblits the number of alignments (A)
and the fraction of contributing alignments (B). A statistical model can be disturbed by
noise. In the case of Pdom noise are alignments that do not start or end at actual domain
boundaries. They do not contribute to the prediction. We identified two optimal parameter
combinations with respect to the optimization score (see figure 2.17). With respect to the
ratio of contributing alignments the gap penalty of 0.6 with shift −1.0 performs better than
the gap penalty of 0.0 with shift −1.0.
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Figure 2.19: More remote domain architectures help us to infer domain boundaries. Align-
ments of proteins with more remote domain architectures are more difficult, since the
homologous region of the query and template might be far off the for alignments trivial
N-terminal and C-terminal protein site. For different alignment parameters of HHblits we
calculated in (A) the mean of the summed alignment start probabilities at least 40 residues
away from the N-terminal site and ±20 residues around an annotated domain start at
least 40 residues away from the query’s N-terminal site. In (B) we calculated the mean
of the summed alignment end probabilities at least 40 residues away from the template’s
C-terminus and ±20 residues around an annotated domain end at least 40 residues away
from the query’s C-terminus. We identified two optimal parameter combinations with
respect to the optimization score (see figure 2.17). With respect to the alignment quality
of proteins with more remote domain architectures the gap penalty 0.6 with shift −1.0
performs better than the gap penalty 0.0 with shift −1.0.
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Figure 2.20: Domain boundary shift benchmark for benchmark domains with starts and
ends at least 40 residues away from the corresponding protein’s C- and N-terminus for the
domain predictors ADDA, Pfam and Pdom.
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Figure 2.21: Coverage benchmark for the domain predictors ADDA, Pfam and Pdom.
Despite the manually ensured quality of Pfam the automatic predictions of Pdom are quite
close in this benchmark.
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protein domain source family borders
Q9HJM0 d1f0ya2 SCOP c.2.1.6 3-216
Q9HJM0 d1f0ya1 SCOP a.100.1.3 219-314
Q9HJM0 Q9HJM0 1 Pdom 2nd iteration 1-220
Q9HJM0 Q9HJM0 2 Pdom 2nd iteration 221-314
Q7D0H0 d1ixca1 SCOP a.4.5.37 4-76
Q7D0H0 d1i6aa SCOP c.94.1.1 93-289
Q7D0H0 Q7D0H0 1 Pdom 2nd iteration 4-75
Q7D0H0 Q7D0H0 2 Pdom 2nd iteration 78-295
Q8KEN1 d1mb3a SCOP c.23.1.1 6-123
Q8KEN1 d1gxqa SCOP a.4.6.1 131-226
Q8KEN1 Q8KEN1 1 Pdom 2nd iteration 5-114
Q8KEN1 Q8KEN1 2 Pdom 2nd iteration 133-227
Q7NMA6 d1mb3a SCOP c.23.1.1 14-129
Q7NMA6 d1gxqa SCOP a.4.6.1 143-234
Q7NMA6 Q7NMA6 1 Pdom 2nd iteration 13-119
Q7NMA6 Q7NMA6 2 Pdom 2nd iteration 139-234
Q8TJN6 d1vmea2 SCOP d.157.1.3 38-256
Q8TJN6 d1e5da1 SCOP c.23.5.1 260-403
Q8TJN6 Q8TJN6 1 Pdom 2nd iteration 1-258
Q8TJN6 Q8TJN6 2 Pdom 2nd iteration 259-404
Table 2.1: Examples for good Pdom predictions and their SCOP annotation
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SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q6N2W5 d1bxda d.122.1.3 476-580
Q6N2W5 d1a2oa1 c.23.1.1 645-745
Pdom 2nd iteration
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 1 1-254
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 2 255-362
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 3 363-470
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 4 471-582
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 5 587-751
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 6 754-1021
Pdom 2nd iteration with uniform linker length distribution
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 1 207-314
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 2 471-581
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 3 643-751
Q6N2W5 Q6N2W5 4 914-1021
Table 2.2: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q6N2W5
domains. This behavior could not be explained by the alignments. Therefore, it seems
to be a problem with the linker length distribution. We assumed a uniform linker length
distribution In a simple test and generated a much better prediction by Pdom (see table 2.2).
The linker length distribution is an estimation at the moment (see section 2.4.1). We will
train the linker length distribution from the linker lengths of the prediction after the second
iteration. For this purpose, an initial relaxed linker length distribution should be applied,
so linkers can be introduced but not enforced.
2.5.2 Analysis of Bad Predictions
Bad Predictions in the 1st Iteration of Pdom
Q9KEQ2 encompasses two SCOP domain annotations (see table 2.22). Pdom predicted
one domain partially overlapping both SCOP domains. No calculated alignment included a
complete domain (see figure 2.23). For a higher shift (−0.03) there is more noise for the
domain start and end probabilities, but there are also full length domain alignments (see
figure 2.24). During the parameter optimization for HHblits (shift and gap penalty) we
improved the overall prediction accuracy with Pdom, however for some queries we decreased
the accuracy.
In this case, the resulting alignment starts and ends indicate fragments of complete
domains. Queries that are only aligned with domain fragments cannot be handled during
the runtime of Pdom. If we want to avoid those cases, we have to do it before Pdom. If
they are detectable, those queries could be recalculated with different parameter settings for
HHblits. Perhaps, we can select optimal parameters for the query with a machine learning
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SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q9TYQ8 d1khba2 c.109.1.1 45-303
Q9TYQ8 d1khba1 c.91.1.1 304-620
Pdom 1st iteration
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 1 54-171
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 2 172-290
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 3 310-384
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 4 385-449
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 5 450-526
Q9TYQ8 Q9TYQ8 6 531-613
Table 2.3: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q9TYQ8
approach like a neural network depending on features of the multiple sequence alignment of
the query.
Q9TYQ8 encompasses two SCOP domain annotations (see table 2.3). Both SCOP
domains were derived from the protein 1khb in the PDB. Pdom predicts six domains. Those
splits have no structural foundation (see figure 2.26 and figure 2.27). In this case, noisy
alignment start and end signals (see figure 2.25) led to wrong domain predictions.
For the prediction of the domains of one query we include the alignments to different
templates. Those alignments may contain conflicting information. It might be beneficial to
introduce some kind of outlier detection in Pdom to prohibit alignments that encompass
truncated domains to disturb the prediction. This outlier detection is a challenging
task, since it could be difficult to decide between single domain alignments compared to
multi-domain alignments and truncated domain alignments compared to single domain
alignments.
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SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q9KEQ2 d1xc3a1 c.55.1.10 4-121
Q9KEQ2 d1z05a2 c.55.1.10 129-292
Pdom 1st iteration
Q9KEQ2 Q9KEQ2 1 59-244
Figure 2.22: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q9KEQ2
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Figure 2.23: Maximum alignment start and end profile over all templates with annotated
SCOP domain start and end positions (dashed lines) of protein Q9KEQ2.
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Figure 2.24: Maximum alignment start and end profile over all templates with annotated
SCOP domain start and end positions (dashed lines) of protein Q9KEQ2 with lower
alignment shift 0.03.
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Figure 2.25: Maximum alignment start and end profile over all templates with annotated
SCOP domain start and end positions (dashed lines) for protein Q9TYQ8.
Figure 2.26: Split of domain 1khba2 accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
1st iteration for the protein Q9TYQ8
Figure 2.27: Split of domain 1khba1 accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
1st iteration for the protein Q9TYQ8
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SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q7UHV2 d1umqa a.4.1.12 154-204
Q7UHV2 d1dbwa c.23.1.1 32-144
Pdom 1st iteration
Q7UHV2 Q7UHV2 1 75-133
Q7UHV2 Q7UHV2 2 141-221
Pdom 2nd iteration
Q7UHV2 Q7UHV2 1 75-138
Table 2.4: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q7UHV2
Bad Cases in the 2nd Iteration of Pdom
Q7UHV2 has two domains according to the SCOP mapping (see table 2.4).
After the first iteration Pdom predicts both domains quite accurately. After the second
iteration the prediction of the second domain is completely missing.
The maximum alignment start and end profile over all templates for this query show
that there is no alignment encompassing the second domain (see figure 2.28). We use r∗qk in
the consistency iterations to hide query positions that are not covered by alignments (see
section 2.3.4). r∗qk prohibits the inference of the second domain. The suppression by r
∗
qk is
in those cases too strong.
Q82BT2 and Q9VC63 each encompass two instances of domains from the SCOP family
c.37.1.12. After the first iteration of Pdom those domains were completely covered. In the
second iteration of Pdom those domains were split. We mapped the splits of the domains
to the corresponding structures (see figures 2.31, 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34).
For one of those structures there is a domain prediction at the PDB by Domain Parser
that suggests an inserted domain in the region where our splits occur [66]. We did not find
evidence for this inserted domain in the alignments, that means there was no alignment
starting and ending at the suggested inserted domain borders.
All alignments, except of one, have alignment start and end probability peaks at the
annotated domain start and end sites or outside the annotated domain. Therefore, there
was no domain boundary predicted within the annotated domain after the first iteration
of Pdom. After the second iteration there were several peaks in the distributions of r
bσc
qk
(see section section 2.3.4) around the position of the single wrong alignment start. Those
peaks were transferred from homologous domains that found the same or similar truncated
templates, even if they did not predict a domain border at those positions. Through the
accumulated wrong signal from different templates the annotated domains were split after
the second iteration of Pdom. The sequences of those multiple sequence alignments were
similar in sequence, but differ in length at the N-terminal site (e.g. cluster VAVPUCEBA,
see figure 2.35). According to the annotation at the GenBank [13] those sequences were
not complete.
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Figure 2.28: Maximum alignment start and end profile over all templates with annotated
SCOP domain start and end positions (dashed lines)
The clusters of truncated sequences can impact the predictions of Pdom in the consistency
iterations. Therefore, it is useful to build a uniprot20 excluding truncated sequences for
Pdom. As of August 2016, about 10% of the sequences in the UniProt are truncated. From
this database a new diversity-enriched database may be recalculated. This requires that
the annotation of segmented sequences in the UniProt is complete. For the clustering of
the uniprot20 we require the sequences within a cluster to cover each other by at least 90%.
Truncated sequences can be clustered to their complete homologs using an asymmetrical
condition that the longer sequence covers the shorter sequence by at least 90%.
Q7QG29 encompasses three SCOP domains. The prediction for the first domain was
split into two parts in both iterations of Pdom. We transferred the split on the structure of
d1gz8a (see figure 2.36). CATH split the SCOP domain d1gz8a on the structure 1gz8
in the PDB. The additional domain border of CATH was close to ours. We analyzed the
alignments that caused the additional domain border. The three causing templates were
probably not truncated. Therefore, the prediction of Pdom might be accurate and the
SCOP annotation could be wrong. SCOP classifies domains if they see structural subunits
reoccurring in different structures with different domain architectures. Therefore, if two
domains appear always together in the scarce structural data of the PDB, they will be
classified as one domain in SCOP.
The predicted split of domain d1nz6a in the second iteration of Pdom was caused by
the templates HEWKELABA. Most sequences in this multiple sequence alignment were
annotated in the UniProt to be truncated.
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SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q82BT2 d1l7vc c.37.1.12 45-228
Q82BT2 d1jj7a c.37.1.12 313-525
Pdom 1st iteration
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 1 1-311
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 2 312-521
Pdom 2nd iteration
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 1 1-151
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 2 152-247
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 3 294-410
Q82BT2 Q82BT2 4 411-521
Figure 2.29: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q82BT2
SCOP
protein domain family borders
Q9VC63 d1oxxk2 c.37.1.12 513-712
Q9VC63 d1ji0a c.37.1.12 1154-1301
Pdom 1st iteration
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 1 1-278
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 2 279-386
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 3 387-494
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 4 495-720
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 5 726-920
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 6 921-1028
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 7 1029-1136
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 8 1137-1365
Pdom 2nd iteration
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 1 1-278
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 2 279-386
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 3 387-494
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 4 495-623
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 5 624-711
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 6 713-920
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 7 921-1028
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 8 1029-1136
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 9 1137-1251
Q9VC63 Q9VC63 10 1252-1365
Figure 2.30: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q9VC63
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Figure 2.31: Split of domain d1l7vc accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
2nd iteration for the protein Q82BT2
Figure 2.32: Split of domain d1jj7a accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
2nd iteration for the protein Q82BT2
Figure 2.33: Split of domain d1ji0a accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
2nd iteration for the protein Q9VC63
Figure 2.34: Split of domain d1ji0a accord-
ing to DomainParser
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Figure 2.36: Split of domain d1gz8a accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
2nd iteration for the protein Q7QG29; The
yellow residue indicates the domain split by
CATH
Figure 2.37: Split of domain d1d5ra2 accord-
ing to the domain prediction of Pdom in the
2nd iteration for the protein Q7QG29
The predicted split of domain d1d5ra2 in the second iteration of Pdom was caused
by the templates XATCUWABA and DORLEHABA. The sequence H2P0X7 was aligned
over the complete length of cluster XATCUWABA and is annotated to be a fragment.
DORLEHABA consists of sequences annotated to be truncated. Therefore, this split might
also be caused by truncated clusters . However, the split on the structure of d1d5ra2 might
show a C-terminal decorator (blue structure in figure 2.37).
Truncated sequence clusters can obscure the domain prediction with Pdom especially
during the consistency iterations. This problem can be handled as as described in the
previous paragraph (Q82BT2 and Q9VC63).
2.5.3 Web server
We developed a django web server [2] for Pdom with the final goal to offer users a
comprehensive atlas of our predicted domains (see http://141.5.103.163/). At the
moment users can investigate the predicted domains of the benchmark set and the underlying
HHblits alignments (see figure 2.38). In the future we want to offer the option to search
with queries through our domain atlas or to predict domains from scratch for single queries.
The web server uses MySQL [6] as the back-end database. It distributes jobs with Celery
[1]. The job management is organized with a Redis database [7]. The server is hosted in
the cloud of the Gesellschaft fu¨r wissenschaftliche Datenverarbeitung mbH Go¨ttingen [3].
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SCOP
Q7QG29 d1gz8a d.144.1.7 42-263
Q7QG29 d1d5ra2 c.45.1.1 462-631
Q7QG29 d1nz6a a.2.3.1 1188-1277
Pdom 1st iteration
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 1 36-147
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 2 148-257
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 3 270-461
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 4 462-648
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 5 649-759
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 6 760-867
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 7 868-975
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 8 976-1083
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 9 1084-1192
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 10 1193-1287
Pdom 2nd iteration
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 1 36-147
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 2 148-259
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 3 260-461
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 4 462-584
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 5 585-629
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 6 631-724
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 7 725-771
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 8 777-911
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 9 912-1019
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 10 1020-1127
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 11 1128-1235
Q7QG29 Q7QG29 12 1236-1279
Table 2.5: SCOP annotation and Pdom prediction for protein Q7QG29
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Figure 2.38: The illustration of the predicted domains for protein O00560 in the Pdom
webserver
2.6 Discussion and Conclusion
There are three automatic predictors for protein domain boundaries that relied on all-
against-all alignments, namely ADDA, DoBo and EVEREST. DoBo was only available
as a webtool that is not designed for the complete decomposition of the protein sequence
space. EVEREST reconciles its domains to known protein families from SCOP and Pfam,
therefore we cannot benchmark EVEREST as a de-novo domain predictor. ADDA was
used by Pfam to build the automatically generated Pfam-B database. ADDA used BLAST
to build the all-against-all alignments. With the release of Pfam 29.0 the maintenance of
the Pfam-B was stopped.
Pfam-A encompasses multiple sequence alignments of manually curated seed alignments.
Those alignments are built on the basis of evolutionary, structural and functional knowledge.
Our automatic Bayesian domain predictor Pdom worked on the basis of the all-against-
all alignments by HHblits within the clustered UniProt. The only prior knowledge we used
was the domain and linker length distributions from annotated domains in SCOP.
ADDA predicted domain start and end sites within 20 residues in 15% of the reference
domain start and end sites in our benchmark set. In PfamA the annotated domain start
sites were within 20 residues in 67% of the reference domain start sites, the annotated
domain end sites were within 20 residues in 58% for the reference domain end sites. The first
iteration of Pdom predicted domain start and end sites within 20 residues of the reference
domain start and end sites in 50% and 37%, respectively. In the second iteration of Pdom
the predicted domain start and end sites were within 20 residues of the reference domain
start and end sites in 50% and 45%, respectively.
The mean coverage of domains in the benchmark was 32% by predictions of ADDA,
80% by annotations of Pfam, 74% and 75% by predictions of Pdom in the first iteration
and in the second iteration, respectively.
We showed that our predictions corresponded very well to the structural domain
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definition of SCOP. The predictions of Pdom might be sufficiently accurate to predict
domains for the analysis of yet undiscovered domains.
We observed several challenges in the domain decomposition by Pdom. There were
presumably incompletely sequenced or falsely predicted protein sequences that clustered to
incomplete multiple sequence alignments in the uniprot20 HHsuite database. The late start
or early stop of those clusters leads to truncated alignments. If the truncation lied within
a domain, we might infer wrong domain start and end sites. That had a huge impact for
further iterations by Pdom. In the second iteration the wrong signal over all homologs
accumulate and cause a wrong domain decomposition in all homologs. Therefore, it is
necessary to filter the database for reliable clusters. However, we observed that for the
different suggested filters there were still enough truncated clusters to cause problems in
the second iteration of Pdom.
2.7 Outlook
A challenge for Pdom are incomplete sequences in the database that lead to alignments
that start or end inside a domain. These wrong alignment starts and stops cause truncated
domain predictions in the consistency iterations. There are several ways to handle them:
• Apply filters for clusters in the database for remove clusters dominated by truncated
or invalid sequences.
• Add truncated sequences to clusters of full length sequences during the clustering of
the uniprot20 HMM database
• Rebuild uniprot20 and the corresponding uniprot boost1 only with sequences from the
UniProt without sequence caution labels (example given: segments, wrong initiation
site, wrong termination site)
A hierarchy of domain families based on a clustering can improve our detection of
dubious clusters and offers new use cases for the resulting domain database:
• Cluster domains to domain families and hyper-families
• Merge possible domain fragments in the cluster analysis
For the publication of Pdom, we have to compare Pdom additionally against DoBo and
EVEREST. Our competitors DoBo, ADDA and EVERST are not able to handle inserted
domains properly, so we should find some reliable show cases for this feature.
Furthermore, we can improve the prediction of Pdom by including additional information:
• Integration of disorder prediction
• Integration of secondary structures in HHblits alignments and Pdom predictions
Chapter 3
HHsuite
The software package HHsuite offers several tools for protein homology detection and
alignments, notably HHblits and HHsearch. HHblits searches iteratively through a database
of profile Hidden Markov models (HMM) while updating the query HMM with homologous
hits. A prefilter selects hits for the computationally more expensive Viterbi alignment
algorithm. High scoring hits of the Viterbi algorithm are realigned with the Maximum
Accuracy algorithm. HHblits is usually used with an all-encompassing protein database like
the UniProt. HHblits is more sensitive, generates more accurate alignments and is faster
than its best competitors, PSI-BLAST and HMMER3. In contrast, HHsearch searches
(non-iteratively) through a database without applying a prefilter, and is accordingly more
sensitive than HHblits, hence it is frequently used in the template selection for homology
modeling of protein structures with protein domain databases or structure databases like
SCOP, CATH or the PDB. For the reasons outlined above, the HHsuite has become essential
in computational biology. I maintained the software and the building pipelines for the
required HMM databases for selected, common protein databases.
3.1 Code Improvement
Different students with different goals without an overall concept contributed to HHsuite.
The resulting code was stable, but inconsistent spaghetti code with intermediate hotfixes
and many occurrences of the same or similar code fragments at different positions.
For the generation of the uniprot boost1 and for the necessary calculations of Pdom,
we wanted to run HHblits in parallel over many queries. Therefore, I decided to do a
re-factoring for this purpose and fix additional flaws:
• Removed global variables
• Replaced pthreads with openMP in the parallelization over templates
• Included option to search through multiple databases in HHblits and HHsearch in
one call
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• Introduced consistent database format for HHblits and HHsearch
• Transformed HHblits, HHsearch and HHalign to classes with inheritance
• Cleaned up compilation calls in Makefiles
• Changed from Makefiles to cmake
• Introduced output logger in HHsuite
• Improved performance in the Hidden Markov profile and amino acid transition
calculation
• Added feature to exclude template residues from the alignment in HHalign
• Parallelized over several queries with openMP in hhblits omp
The code of the HHsuite is now openly available at GitHub [4], so we will be able
to provide bug fixes swiftly. The project is set up under Travis CI [8] for continuous
integration.
Ffindex is a tool written by Andreas Hauser. It allows to build from single files a
database. This database consists of two files: the ffindex-file and the ffdata-file. The ffdata-
file contains the single files concatenated and separated by a null byte. The ffindex-file
contains an index for each single file where it starts in the ffdata-file and its length in bytes.
The ffdata-file is usually opened with mmap. Mmap is a tool in most Unix distributions that
allows to load a file or parts of a file in the virtual memory. The kernel can pre-load parts
of the file depending on the usage of the accessing program. Therefore, the file handling is
accelerated especially if the file access is sorted so that there is no forward and backward
jumping in the ffdata-file.
ffindex apply and ffindex apply mpi are binaries that take entries from an ffindex
database [30], pipe them on the standard input stream to a script or another binary and
catch the resulting standard output stream to a new ffindex database. It was necessary to
adjust the logging in the scripts and the binaries in HHsuite to print log messages only on
the standard error stream and to be able to read the input from the standard input stream.
The calculation of the column state sequences for the HHsuite databases with many
cstranslate calls by ffindex apply mpi was too slow. Therefore, cstranslate can now process
multiple sequence alignments in an ffindex database in parallel with openMP.
3.2 Bug-Fixes
We fixed several bugs in the HHsuite since the publication in 2012:
• Segmentation faults in the hash class of HHsuite with new compiler versions (gcc
4.8.1)
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• Wrongly initialized sparse encoding of the Viterbi backtrace matrix
• Wrong calculation of consensus sequences with unknown residue X
• Wrong treatment of the ANY state in the alignment filter
• Memory leaks in HHblits, HHsearch and HHalign
• Incomplete initialization of alignment matrices in Align.pm for too long sequences
• Size of Viterbi matrix was not correctly re-allocated for large sequences
Since 2014, I took also care of user requests for the HHsuite. hast du fr
3.3 HHsuite Databases Pipelines
For the HHsuite, especially for HHsearch, we offer several well known protein databases
also as HMM databases. We developed for each of these databases an automatic pipeline
that keeps the corresponding database up to date. Until 2014 the automatic pipelines were
maintained by the administrator of the toolkit webserver in Tu¨bingen. Due to changes in
the infrastructure and the HHsuite database format, those pipelines were rewritten from
scratch.
Each HHsuite database consists of multiple sequence alignments, pre-calculated Hidden
Markov profiles for multiple sequence alignments with many sequences generated by hhmake
and column state sequences for each multiple sequence alignment generated by cstranslate
(see section A.1).
3.3.1 Protein Data Bank - pdb70
The pdb70 contains multiple sequence alignments for a representative set of proteins in the
Protein Data Bank [14]. It is widely used for homology modeling by HHpred [36] and other
prediction servers. The sequences are taken from the SEQRES section in the PDB files
and are filtered for maximum 70% pairwise sequence identity. Only sequences that cover
each other by at least 90% are filtered. This filtering is done with all-against-all BLAST [9]
searches. The pdb70 is updated every Wednesday morning, where new sequences are added
and the 1000 oldest entries are re-calculated with the newest uniprot20 database.
In 2014 the default PDB archive format changed to a new format, mmCIF, to avoid the
limits of the old punch card format. In 2015 we started to adjust our scripts (pdb2fasta.pl,
hhmakemodel.pl, addss.pl) for this new format. The responsible master student, Harald
Vo¨hringer, was supervised by me. Those scripts will be used in the future in our automatic
pipeline. Additionally, the student changed the filtering of the PDB from BLAST to
MMseqs [33].
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3.3.2 Pfam
Pfam [26] consists of manually curated multiple sequence alignments that represent domain
families. In the automatic pipeline we check every week for a new release of Pfam and
build for every seed alignment a multiple sequence alignment in three iterations against the
newest uniprot20 database. On those multiple sequence alignments we build an HHsuite
database.
3.3.3 UniProt - uniprot20
The UniProt [11] is a comprehensive protein sequence database. Until 2012, we used
kClust [31] for the clustering of this database to build our uniprot20 HHblits database.
Beginning with 2012, the Ph.D. student Maria Hauser started the development of MMseqs,
a faster, more robust and modular all-against-all sequence-sequence search tool. MMseqs
was published in 2015. The master student Lars von den Driesch developed during his
master thesis a pipeline for MMseqs to generate the needed clustering for the uniprot20. I
implemented the pipeline for the generation of the multiple sequence alignments from this
clustering and the following steps to build an HHsuite database.
After the building of the uniprot20, we can evaluate its performance in almost automatic
pipelines that evaluate the homology detection sensitivity in the ROCX benchmark and
the alignment quality with HHblits.
3.3.4 UniProt - uniprot boost1
Given the uniprot20, we developed a pipeline to generate the corresponding uniprot boost1
database. The estimated runtime on the newly clustered uniprot20 database with about
107 clusters is 195 · 103 CPU hours. So far we have not calculated this database again, but
worked instead on a faster build pipeline with iterative profile-profile searches with MMseqs.
Appendix A
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A.1 Discretized Column States of the uniprot boost1
for the uniprot20 Database
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Figure A.1: ROC5 plot to measure the the homology detection sensitivity of HHblits with
the uniprot20, the uniprot boost1, the uniprot20 with the discretized column states of the
uniprot boost1 for the prefilter and the uniprot20 with the discretized column states of the
uniprot boost1 for the prefilter and the column scores.
HHblits is an iterative protein homology detection tool that is more sensitive, generates
more accurate alignments and is faster than PSI-BLAST and HMMer3. HHblits searches
with a query Hidden Markov Model (HMM) against a database of HMMs of multiple sequence
alignments. The HMMs of the uniprot20 database are based on a very conservative clustering
of the UniProt sequence database with few, mostly very similar sequences contained in each
cluster. In chapter 1, we enriched our database clusters by jumpstarting HHblits with each
cluster alignment in the uniprot20 and adding significant matches to the cluster alignments.
The resulting uniprot boost1 database is much more diverse with about 14 times more
sequences per cluster and the effective number of sequences was raised from 1.18 to 3.78.
In three iterations through the uniprot boost1, we find about 20% more homologs than
with the uniprot20. However, three iterations through the uniprot boost1 are on average
3.7 times slower. Therefore, our aim was to improve the faster uniprot20 database with
results from the uniprot boost1.
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A database for HHblits consists of three parts:
• The multiple sequence alignments in the a3m format [5]
• The HMM profiles translated into a discretized set of 219 column states (cs219) used
for the prefilter
• The precalculated HMMs for large multiple sequence alignments in the hhm format
[5]
Every cluster in the uniprot20 database was used as a seed alignment for a cluster in
the uniprot boost1 database. Therefore, every cluster in the uniprot20 has a corresponding
cluster in the uniprot boost1 and we can exchange the cs219 sequences of the uniprot20
database with the cs219 sequences of the uniprot boost1. This should improve the sensitivity
of the prefilter, since cs219 sequences of the uniprot boost1 should capture the information
of the much more diverse clusters in the uniprot boost1.
Additionally, we implemented the feature to use the profile of the discretized column
states for the calculation of the column score in HHblits’ Viterbi and Maximum Accuracy
alignment algorithms:
The column score between position i of the query Hidden Markov profile q and position
j of the template Hidden Markov profile t is the scalar product of the profiles of amino
acid frequencies at those positions:
score(i, j) =
20∑
a=1
q(i, a) · t(j, a) (A.1)
In contrast to the setup in section 1.4.4, we searched with HHblits in one, two and three
iterations through the database followed by a single search iteration through the reference
SCOP HMM database.
We measured the performance of the following setups in the ROC5 plot (see figure A.1):
• HHblits searches through the uniprot boost1
• HHblits searches through the uniprot20
• HHblits searches through the uniprot20 with the discretized column states of the
uniprot boost1 for the pre-filter
• HHblits searches through the uniprot20 with the discretized column states of the
uniprot boost1 for the pre-filter, the Viterbi alignment and the Maximum Accuracy
alignment
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The homology detection sensitivity of HHblits with the uniprot20 can be improved
with the discretized column states of the uniprot boost1. We expected that they increase
the sensitivity of the pre-filter. But more astonishingly, they already capture enough
information of the uniprot boost1 Hidden Markov profiles to be used for the calculation of
the Viterbi and Maximum Accuracy alignments in HHblits.
The column scores of the query profile to the 219 discretized column states could be
pre-calculated, so the overall runtime of HHblits was decreased. In the meanwhile, Martin
Steinegger re-implemented the Viterbi algorithm with faster SIMD instructions. This
implementation was no longer compatible to the scoring against the discretized column
state sequences of the database HMMs. Therefore, this feature is not included in HHblits
3.0.
Appendix B
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B.1 Notation
q query HMM
t1, . . . , tK template HMM with which q is aligned
Lq, Lk length of query sequence q and template sequence tk
i, j, l indices for positions in q or tk
σ, σ′ labels for domain start s or end e position. Without inserted
domains: σ, σ′ ∈ {s, e}. With inserted domains: σ, σ′ ∈
{s0, e0, s1, e1, . . .}
Pqk probability that q and tk are homologous, calculated by HHblits
bqk(i, j) alignment backward probability that the alignment starts at position
i of the query q and position j of the template tk, calculated from
the Backward algorithm in HHblits
fqk(i, j) alignment forward probability that the alignment ends at position
i of the query q and position j of the template tk, calculated from
the Forward algorithm in HHblits
p(qi  tk,j|Aqk) alignment posterior probability that position i of query q and posi-
tion j of template tk are aligned, calculated from the Backward/-
Forward algorithm in HHblits
psqk(i) probability of alignment between q and tk to start at position
i ∈ {1, . . . , Lq}, computed with the Backward algorithm in hhblits
peqk(i) probability of alignment between q and tk to end at position i ∈
{1, . . . , Lq}, computed with the Forward algorithm in hhblits
Aq = {Aq1, . . . , AqK} pairwise alignments between q and tk. Aqk subsumes all alignment
information, Aqk = (Pqk, bqk, fqk, p(qi  tk,j|Aqk)).
wσqk weight of p
σ
qk, where σ ∈ {s, e}
pe0|s0(i−j) probability for length of domain at level 0 = i− j+ 1 (pdom(i−j+1))
(input)
ps0|e0(i−j) probability of linker length = i− j − 1 (plink(i−j−1) (input)
ps1|e1(i− j) probability for length of inserted domain = i− j + 1
ps1|s0(i− j) length distributions of N-terminal parts of split domains
pe0|e1(i− j) length distributions of C-terminal parts of split domains
Lmin minimum length of a domain
Yq = {y1, . . . , y2D} set of ordered domain start s and end e points in the query. Each
point yν = [σ, i]ν consists of a label σ ∈ {s, e} and of the position
i ∈ {0, . . . , Lq} of the ν’th point. D is the number of domains.
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p([σ, i]| . . .) p([σ, i] ∈ Yq| . . .), probability for [σ, i] to be a domain start/end
point
p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1 . . .) probability for label [σ, i] succeeding label [σ′, j]
sqk, eqk start and end positions of common homologous region (not aligned
region) between q and tk; must coincide with domain start/end
positions
q ∼ tk q is homologous to tk; example: p(q ∼ tk|Aqk) = Pqk
Fσ,i Forward probability for domain start (σ = s) or end (σ = e)
Bσ,j Backward probability for domain start (σ = s) or end (σ = e)
pins Probability for a domain insertion
prep Probability for an inserted domain following a previous inserted
domain
pred(σ), succ(σ) Set of states that are possible predecessors / successors to σ
pσq (i) = p([σ, i]| y0, y†, ...), probability that a domain starts (σ=s) or ends
(σ=e) at position i in the query
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B.2 Domain Prediction without Insertions
B.2.1 Calculation of peqk(i) and p
s
qk(i)
The probability peqk(i) that the alignment between query q and template tk ends at position
i in q is obtained from the Forward-Backward algorithm implemented in HHblits [57, 52].
Let us call the forward probability in HHblits fqk(i, j), which can be understood as the
probability for the alignment to end at position i in query q and position j in template tk.
Then the probability for the alignment to end at query position i is:
peqk(i) =
∑Lk
j=1 fqk(i, j)∑Lq
i′=1
∑Lk
j=1 fqk(i
′, j)
(B.1)
Lk is the number of residues in tk.
The backward probability in HHblits bqk(i, j) can be understood as the probability for
the alignment to start at position i in query q and position j in template tk. Analogously,
the probability for the alignment to start at query position i is
psqk(i) =
∑Lk
j=1 bqk(i, j)∑Lq
i′=1
∑Lk
j=1 bqk(i
′, j)
(B.2)
B.2.2 Calculation of gq(σ, i|σ′, j) := p([σ,i]ν|[σ′,j]ν−1,Aq)
In the following we will abbreviate yν = [σ, i] by [σ,i]ν , yν 6= [σ, i] by ¬[σ,i]ν and yν−1 = [σ, j]
by [σ′,j]ν−1 and so on. The function gq(σ, i|σ′, j) = p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1,Aq) gives the probability
of observing a start or end site σ at i, given that the preceding end or start site is [σ′, j]
and given the alignments Aq = {Aq1, . . . , AqK}.
We get with Bayes’ theorem:
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) = p(Aq|[σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
numerator + p(Aq|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) =
[
1 +
p(Aq|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p(Aq|[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1))
]−1
(B.3)
We approximate the odds ratio for the K alignments by a product of odds ratios with
different weight factors wσqk. These correct for redundancy between alignments and are
calculated as discussed in section B.2.3:
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) =
[
1 +
p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
K∏
k=1
(
p(Aqk|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1)
p(Aqk|[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
)wσqk]−1
(B.4)
The first factor can be calculated from the probability distributions for linker length and
domain length, since it does not depend on any alignment. For σ = s and σ′ = e we obtain
p([e, i]ν |[s, j]ν−1) = p(σν =e|σν−1=s) p(iν = i|σν =e, [s, j]ν−1)
= pdom(i− j + 1) (B.5)
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Similarly to the previous equation, we get
p([s, i]ν |[e, j]ν−1) = p(σν =s|σν−1=e) p(iν = i|σν =s, [e, j]ν−1)
= plink(i− j − 1) (B.6)
p(σν =e|σν−1=s) = 1 and p(σν =s|σν−1=e) = 1, since a domain start is always followed
by a domain end and a domain end is always followed by a domain start in the simple case
without inserted domains.
The probability Pqk that query q and template tK are homologous
The Bayes factor for each alignment in equation (B.4) is rewritten by applying Bayes’
theorem on both numerator and denominator,
p(Aqk|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1)
p(Aqk|[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) =
p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)(((((((
(
p(Aqk|[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)(((((((
(
p(Aqk|[σ′,j]ν−1) p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
=
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p(¬[σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk) (B.7)
We transform the denominator in the second odds ratio by summing over two states,
query and template are homologous q ∼ tK and query and template are not homologous
q 6∼ tK . In the latter case the alignment does not contribute any information about the
connection between i and j:
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |q∼ tk, [σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)p(q∼ tk|Aqk) + p([σ,i]ν |q 6∼ tk, [σ′,j]ν−1, Aqk)p(q 6∼ tk|Aqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk)Pqk + p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)(1− Pqk) (B.8)
The numerator in the second odds term in equation (B.7) is in fact just 1 minus the
denominator. Therefore, the Bayes factor in equation (B.7) becomes
p(Aqk|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1)
p(Aqk|[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) (B.9)
=
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
1− p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) ×
(
1
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk)Pqk + p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)(1− Pqk)
− 1
)
We abbreviate the odds ratio
Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) =
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) (B.10)
This allows us to write equation (B.9) as
p(Aqk|¬[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1)
p(Aqk|[σ,i]ν , [σ′,j]ν−1) =
(Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j)Pqk + 1− Pqk)−1 − p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
1− p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) (B.11)
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Substituting equation (B.11) into (B.4) yields
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) =[
1 +
1− p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
K∏
k=1
(
(Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j)Pqk + 1− Pqk)−1 − p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
1− p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
)wσqk]−1
(B.12)
Calculation of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j)
We rewrite the numerator of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) in equation (B.10) as,
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk) =
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk)
p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk)
(B.13)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk)
We use the information of psqk, p
e
qk in p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) by summing over all possible
pairs of start positions l = sqk and end positions m = eqk of the homologous region between
q and tk:
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) =
Lq∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=l
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
(B.14)
In the first probability inside the sum, [σ,i]ν and [σ
′,j]ν−1 depend on psqk, p
e
qk only through
l=sqk,m=eqk. We can therefore drop the conditioning on p
s
qk, p
e
qk. The double sum can be
split into three partial sums,
∑
(1),
∑
(2),
∑
(3), characterized by the following relations:
(1) l < m ≤ j < i
(2) l ≤ j < i ≤ m
(3) j < i ≤ l < m
Those three cases are all-encompassing, since j is a direct predecessor of i and therefore l
and m cannot lie between j and i.
In the following we use the approximations:
p(l=sqk|psqk) ≈ psqk(l)
p(m=eqk|peqk) ≈ peqk(m)
Additionally, we use the approximation:
p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk) ≈ p(l=sqk|psqk) p(m=eqk|peqk)
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Calculation of p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for l < m ≤ j < i
In the first partial sum, it follows from l < m ≤ j < i that [σ,i]ν depends only on [σ′,j]ν−1
and [σ′,j]ν−1 depends only on m=eqk, therefore∑
(1)
=
j∑
m=1
m∑
l=1
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
j∑
m=1
m∑
l=1
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ′,j]ν−1|m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
m=1
p([σ′,j]ν−1|m=eqk)
m∑
l=1
p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
m=1
p([σ′,j]ν−1|m=eqk) peqk(m)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|[e,m]) peqk(m) (B.15)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for l ≤ j < i ≤ m
In the second partial sum, it follows from l ≤ j < i ≤ m that [σ,i]ν depends on l=sqk only
through [σ′,j]ν−1, and [σ′,j]ν−1 depends on m=eqk only through [σ,i]ν , and therefore
∑
(2)
=
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=i
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=i
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1,m=eqk) p([σ′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
≈
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=i
p([σ′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) psqk(l) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1,m=eqk) peqk(m) (B.16)
We apply Bayes’ theorem to exchange m = eqk and [σ
′, j] in the first probability in
equation (B.16),
p([σ′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) = p(m=eqk|[σ
′, j],l=sqk) p([σ′, j]|l=sqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) (B.17)
We drop the conditioning on l=sqk in the first probability of the numerator, since m=eqk
depends on l=sqk only through [σ
′,j]ν−1. Similarly, we apply Bayes’ theorem to exchange
[σ,i]ν and m=eqk in the third probability in equation (B.16),
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1,m=eqk) = p(m=eqk|[σ,i]ν ,
[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p(m=eqk|[σ′,j]ν−1) (B.18)
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We drop the conditioning on [σ′,j]ν−1 in the first probability of the numerator, since m=eqk
depends on [σ′,j]ν−1 only through [σ,i]ν . When inserting equations (B.17) and (B.18) into
equation (B.16), the terms p(m=eqk|[σ′,j]ν−1) in the numerator of equation (B.17) and the
denominator of (B.18) cancel out, yielding
∑
(2)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
Lq∑
m=i
p(m=eqk|[σ,i]ν)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p
e
qk(m) (B.19)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for j < i ≤ l < m
In the third partial sum, it follows from j < i ≤ l < m that [σ,i]ν and [σ′,j]ν−1 are
independent of m=eqk given l=sqk, and therefore
∑
(3)
=
Lq∑
l=i
Lq∑
m=l
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
Lq∑
l=i
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk)
Lq∑
m=l
p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
Lq∑
l=i
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|l=sqk) psqk(l)
=
Lq∑
l=i
p(l=sqk|[σ,i]ν ,[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ
′,j]ν−1)
p(l=sqk)
psqk(l)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
p([σ′, j])

p([σ, i])
Lq∑
l=i
p([σ, i]|l=sqk) psqk(l) (B.20)
We assume approximately the same priors for domain start and end sites, so the ratio
before the sum cancels out.
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Calculation of p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for l < m ≤ j
In the first partial sum, it follows from l < m ≤ j that [σ′,j]ν−1 depends on l= sqk only
through m=eqk, and therefore
∑
(1′)
=
j∑
m=1
m∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|m=eqk)
m∑
l=1
p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|m=eqk) peqk(m)
(B.21)
Calculation of p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for l ≤ j ≤ m
In the second partial sum, it follows from l ≤ j ≤ m that m=eqk depends on l=sqk only
through [σ′,j]ν−1, and therefore
∑
(2′)
=
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=j
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=j
p(m=eqk|[σ′, j],l=sqk) p([σ′, j]|l=sqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|p
s
qk, p
e
qk)
≈
j∑
l=1
Lq∑
m=j
p(m=eqk|[σ′, j]) p([σ′, j]|l=sqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p
s
qk(l) p
e
qk(m)
=
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
Lq∑
m=j
p(m=eqk|[σ′, j])
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p
e
qk(m)
(B.22)
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Calculation of p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk) for j ≤ l < m
In the third partial sum, it follows from j ≤ l < m that [σ′, j] is independent of m= eqk
given l=sqk, and therefore
∑
(3′)
=
Lq∑
l=j
Lq∑
m=l
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk,m=eqk) p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
Lq∑
l=j
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk)
Lq∑
m=l
p(l=sqk,m=eqk|psqk, peqk)
=
Lq∑
l=j
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
(B.23)
Calculation of fσ|σ′(i− j) := p([σ, i]|[σ′, j]) by dynamic programming
Note that fσ,σ′(i− j) := p([σ, i]|[σ′, j]) depends only on the difference of the position indices,
i − j. For i ≥ 0, the function fσ|σ′(i) = p([σ, i]|[σ′, 0]) can be calculated by dynamic
programming by summing over all possible states [σ′′, j]ν−1 that precede the last state
[σ, i]ν ,
fσ|σ′(0) = I(σ=σ′)
fσ|σ′(i) =
∑
σ′′∈pred(σ)
i−1∑
j=0
fσ′′|σ′(j) pσ|σ′′(i− j) (B.24)
pred(σ) is the set of possible predecessor states of σ. As long as we do not consider inserted
domains, we have pred(s) = {e} and pred(e) = {s}.
We calculate p([σ′, j]|[σ, i]) for j ≤ i by Bayes’ theorem:
fσ′|σ(j − i) := p([σ′, j]|[σ, i]) = p([σ, i]|[σ′, j])



p([σ′, j])
p([σ, i])
= fσ|σ′(i− j) (B.25)
We assume approximately the same priors for domain start and end sites, so the ratio
before the sum cancels out.
Calculation of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) - final
Putting equations (B.10), (B.13), (B.15), (B.19)-(B.23) together, we obtain
Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) = 1
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
∑
(1) +
∑
(2) +
∑
(3)∑
(1′) +
∑
(2′) +
∑
(3′)
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B.2.3 Sequence weighting
We can estimate weights to account for redundancy among the alignments the following
way:
wsqk =
[
K∑
k′=1
Lq∑
i=1
√
psqk(i) p
s
qk′(i)
]−1
(B.26)
psqk(i) are normalized vectors. This expression is a sum of K scalar products of normal
vectors. Each scalar product is between 0 and 1. Since the term for k′ = k is equal to 1, we
know that 1 ≤ w−1qk ≤ K and therefore
1
K
≤ wqk ≤ 1 (B.27)
Without redundancy wqk = 1 and with complete redundancy wqk = 1/K.
We can generalize the above weights in the following way:
wsqk =
 K∑
k′=1
∑Lq
i=1 p
s
qk(i)
αw psqk
′(i)αw√∑
i p
s
qk(i)
2αw
√∑
i p
s
qk
′(i)2αw
−1 (B.28)
Again, we have the desired limits in the case of full and no redundancy, with 1/K ≤
wqk ≤ 1. For αw = 0.5 we get the previous formula. For smaller αw, the weights tend to
get smaller. αw can be optimized.
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B.3 Domain Prediction with Inserted Domains
B.3.1 Calculation of gq(σ, i|σ′, j) := p([σ, i]ν|[σ′, j]ν−1)
The calculation proceeds as in section B.2.2. We generalize equations (B.5) and (B.6),
p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1) = p([σ, ·]ν |[σ′, ·]ν−1) p([·, i]ν |[σ, ·]ν , [σ′, j]ν−1) (B.29)
which can be abbreviated by defining
gq(σ, i|σ′, j) := p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1) = p(σν |σ′ν−1) pσ|σ′(i− j) (B.30)
The transition probabilities p(σν |σ′ν−1) can be taken from figure 2.7b:
p(s0|e0) = 1
p(e0|s0) = 1
p(sλ+1|eλ+1) = prep
p(eλ|sλ) = 1− pins
p(sλ+1|sλ) = pins
p(eλ|eλ+1) = 1− prep
Calculation of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j)
To calculate Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) for any σ, σ′ ∈ {s0, e0, s1, e1, s2, e2, . . .}, we proceed as in section
B.2.2.
As in equations (B.13) and (B.26), we calculate R as
Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) =
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk)
p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk)
=
1
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
∑
(1) +
∑
(2) +
∑
(3)∑
(1′) +
∑
(2′) +
∑
(3′)
l=sqk refers to any of the start states s
λ and m=eqk to any of the end states e
λ in the
six sums (B.15), (B.19), (B.20), (B.21), (B.22) and (B.23). In the following, we describe
the changes to the six partial sums.
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∑
(1)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
m=1
p([σ′,j]ν−1|m=eqk) peqk(m)
∑
(2)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
Lq∑
m=i
p(m=eqk|[σ, i])
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p
e
qk(m)
∑
(3)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) p([σ
′, j])
p([σ, i])
Lq∑
l=i
p([σ, i]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
∑
(1′)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|m=eqk) peqk(m)
∑
(2′)
=
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l)
Lq∑
m=j
p(m=eqk|[σ′, j])
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) p
e
qk(m)
∑
(3′)
=
Lq∑
l=j
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk(l) (B.31)
We transform the fraction
p(m=eqk|[σ, i])
p(m=eqk|l=sqk)
in
∑
(2) and
∑
(2′), defining the union event [e,m] = ([e
0,m] ∨ [e1,m] ∨ . . .):
p(m=eqk|[σ, i])
p(m=eqk|l=sqk) ≈
((((
(((((p(m=eqk|[e,m]) p([e,m]|[σ, i])∑∞
λ=0((((
((((
(
p(m=eqk|[eλ,m]) p([eλ,m]|[sλ, l]) p([sλ, l]|l=sqk)
=
∑∞
λ=0 p([e
λ,m]|[σ, i])∑∞
λ=0 p([e
λ,m]|[sλ, l]) p([sλ, l]|l=sqk) (B.32)
Estimation of p([eλ,m]|m=eqk)
p([eλ,m]|m=eqk) can be estimated by deriving the steady-state populations p(σ) from the
state diagram in figure 2.7b. Note that p(eλ) = p(sλ) =: xλ because for each domain start
there exists exactly one domain end. At equilibrium, the flux into eλ must equal the flux
out of it, hence
pinsxλ−1 + prepxλ = (1− pins)xλ + pinsxλ (B.33)
Solving for xλ gives
xλ =
pins
1− prepxλ−1 =
(
pins
1− prep
)λ
x0 = a
λx0 (B.34)
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with
a :=
pins
1− prep (B.35)
(m=eqk) implies [e
λ,m] for a λ ≥ 0. Therefore, normalization over the eλ states yields
p([eλ,m]|m=eqk) = aλ(1− a) (B.36)
Calculation of fσ|σ′(i− j) := p([σ, i]|[σ′, j])
The calculation of fσ|σ′(i − j) can be done for the new states exactly as formulated in
equation (B.24).
Calculation of fσ|e(i−m) := p([σ, i]|m=eqk) and fσ|s(i− l) := p([σ, i]|l=sqk)
p([σ, i]|m=eqk) can be calculated as follows:
fσ|e(i−m) :=p([σ, i]|m=eqk) (B.37)
=
∞∑
λ=0
p([σ, i], [eλ,m]|m=eqk)
=
∞∑
λ=0
p([σ, i]|[eλ,m]) p([eλ,m]|m=eqk)
=
∞∑
λ=0
fσ|eλ(i−m) p([eλ,m]|m=eqk) (B.38)
With equation (B.36):
fσ|e(i−m) := p([σ, i]|m=eqk) = (1− a)
∞∑
λ=0
fσ|eλ(i−m) aλ (B.39)
Analogously:
fσ|s(i− l) := p([σ, i]|l=sqk) = (1− a)
∞∑
λ=0
fσ|sλ(i− l) aλ (B.40)
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Calculation of fe|σ(m− i) :=
∑∞
λ=0 p([e
λ,m]|[σ, i])
and fe|s(m− l) :=
∑∞
λ=0 p([e
λ,m]|[sλ, l]) p([sλ, l]|l=sqk))
For the nominator and denominator in equation (B.32) we get:
fe|σ(m− i) :=
∞∑
λ=0
p([eλ,m]|[σ, i]) =
∞∑
λ=0
feλ|σ(m− i)
fe|s(m− l) :=
∞∑
λ=0
p([eλ,m]|[sλ, l]) p([sλ, l]|l=sqk)) = (1− a)
∞∑
λ=0
feλ|sλ(m− l) aλ
(B.41)
Calculation of p([σ
′,j])
p([σ,i])
The ratio of priors in equation (B.31) does not cancel out anymore when taking inserted
domains into account. The steady state population is proportional to aλ(1− a) for insertion
level λ. Therefore,
p([σ′, j])
p([σ, i])
=
aλ
′
(1− a)
aλ(1− a) = a
λ′−λ (B.42)
λ and λ′ are the insertion levels of the states [σ, i] and [σ′, j], respectively.
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B.4 Consistency Iterations
B.4.1 Calculation of gq(σ, i|σ′, j) := p([σ, i]ν|[σ′, j]ν−1,Aq, ps1...K , pe1...K)
For the consistency iterations we use almost the same procedure to compute the next
iteration of pσq (i), including the forward-backward algorithm. But instead of comput-
ing gq(σ, i|σ′, j) as defined in equation (B.30), we now need to compute gq(σ, i|σ′, j) :=
p([σ, i]ν |[σ′, j]ν−1,Aq, ps1...K , pe1...K)
which differs from equation (B.30) only by conditioning also on the the domain start
and end probability densities psk(j) and p
e
k(j) from the previous iteration (see equation
(2.6)). In the following, the information in psk(j), and p
e
k(j) is included through p
s
qk
′(i),
peqk
′(i), rsqk(i), r
e
qk(i) and r
∗
qk(i).
Calculation of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j)
With the conditioning on psk(j) and p
e
k(j) equation (B.10) becomes:
Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) =
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) (B.43)
The numerator becomes:
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk) =
p([σ,i]ν , [σ
′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
(B.44)
In the following we use the approximations:
p(l=sqk|psqk) ≈ psqk ′(l)
p(m=eqk|peqk) ≈ peqk ′(m)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk) for l < m ≤ j < i
The first partial sum (equation (B.15)) becomes∑
(1)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|[e,m],psk, pek, Aqk) p(m=eqk|peqk, pek, Aqk)
(B.45)
To simplify this expression, note
• p([σ′, j]|[e,m], psk, pek, Aqk) = p([σ′, j]|[e,m]), since from m ≤ j it follows that the
alignment which ends at m does not overlap j.
• p(m=eqk|peqk, pek, Aqk) = p(m=eqk|peqk ′), since the information from the domain end
probabilities of tk is transferred to the domain end probabilities of the query q by
replacing peqk with p
e
qk
′ defined in equation (2.15)
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Equation (B.15) therefore becomes
∑
(1)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|[e,m]) peqk ′(m) (B.46)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk) for l ≤ j < i ≤ m
We modify the second partial sum (equation (B.15)) in a similar way by conditioning on
psk, p
e
k, Aqk and simplifying the resulting expressions:∑
(2)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
=
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk, psk, pek, Aqk) p(l=sqk|psqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
×
Lq∑
m=i
p(m=eqk|[σ,i]ν , psk, pek, Aqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
p(m=eqk|peqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk, rbσcqk ) psqk ′(l)
×
Lq∑
m=i
p(m=eqk|[σ,i]ν , reqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk, reqk)
peqk
′(m) (B.47)
In the second step we used the fact that l ≤ j < i ≤ m and hence i and j both overlap
with the alignment Aqk.
Using the definition of fσ|σ′(i|j, rqk), the second partial sum can be written∑
(2)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
=
j∑
l=1
fσ′|s(j|l, rqk) p(l=sqk|psqk ′)
Lq∑
m=i
fe|σ(m|i, rqk)
fe|s(m|l, rqk) p(m=eqk|p
e
qk
′)
(B.48)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk) for j < i ≤ l < m
In the third partial sum the alignment does not overlap with i and j. We obtain
∑
(3)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
= qλ
′−λ
Lq∑
l=i
p([σ, i]|l=sqk) psqk ′(l)
(B.49)
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Calculation of p([σ′,j]ν−1|psqk, peqk, psk, pek, Aqk)
The partial sums in the denominator (see equation (B.44)) can be derived with similar
modifications:
∑
(1′)
=
j∑
m=1
p([σ′, j]|m=eqk) peqk ′(m) (B.50)
∑
(2′)
=
j∑
l=1
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk, rqk) psqk ′(l)
Lq∑
m=j
p(m=eqk|[σ′, j], rqk)
p(m=eqk|l=sqk, rqk) p
e
qk
′(m) (B.51)
∑
(3′)
=
Lq∑
l=j
p([σ′, j]|l=sqk) psqk ′(l) (B.52)
Calculation of fσ|σ′(i|j, rqk) := p([σ, i]|[σ′, j], rbσcqk )
The generalized version of the fσ|σ′(i− l)
fσ|σ′(i|j, rqk) := p([σ, i]|[σ′, j], rbσcqk ) (B.53)
can be computed iteratively:
fσ|σ′(i|i, rqk) = I(σ=σ′)
fσ|σ′(i|j, rqk) =
∑
σ′′∈pred(σ)
∑
l=max{i−Lmax,0}
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk ) fσ′′|σ′(l|j, rqk) (B.54)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk )
We make the modeling assumption that p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk ) ∝ p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)rbσcqk (i).
Since this probability must sum to 1 over all i ∈ {i : j < i ≤ LQ + 1} and all σ ∈ succ(σ′),
we obtain
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk ) ≈
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) rbσcqk (i)∑
σ′′∈succ(σ′)
∑Lq+1
i′=j+1 p([σ
′′, i′]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) rbσ′′cqk (i′)
(B.55)
Calculation of p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
We can expand p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk) by the sum rule for the case in which the
alignment Aqk covers i, that is to say sqk≤ i≤eqk, and the case in which it does not cover i:
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p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk)
= p([σ,i]ν |sqk≤ i≤eqk, [σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk) p(sqk≤ i≤eqk|Aqk)
+ p([σ,i]ν |¬(sqk≤ i≤eqk), [σ′,j]ν−1, psk, pek, Aqk) (1− p(sqk≤ i≤eqk|Aqk))
= p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk ) r∗qk(i) + p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1)(1− r∗qk(i)) (B.56)
Calculation of Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) - final
Rqk(σ, i|σ′, j) = Sqk(σ, i|σ′, j)
∑
(1) +
∑
(2) +
∑
(3)∑
(1′) +
∑
(2′) +
∑
(3′)
(B.57)
with equation (B.56):
Sqk(σ, i|σ′, j) := p([σ,i]ν |[σ
′,j]ν−1,psk,p
e
k,Aqk)
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, ) =
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1, rbσcqk )
p([σ,i]ν |[σ′,j]ν−1) r
∗
qk(i) + 1− r∗qk(i)
(B.58)
B.4.2 Sequence weighting during consistency iterations
Analogous to section B.2.3, the redundancy within the set of profiles rσq,1...K can be corrected
by weights
w′σqk =
[
K∑
k′=1
∑Lq
i=1(r
σ
qk r
σ
qk′)
1
2
(
∑
i r
σ
qk)
1
2 (
∑
i r
σ
qk′)
1
2
]−1
(B.59)
Contrary to the case in section B.2.3, the normalization is necessary, since the rσqk are not
normalized over i. Again, 1 ≤ (w′σqk)−1 ≤ K and therefore 1K ≤ w′σqk ≤ 1. We can again
generalize this using the parameter αw as before:
w′σqk =
[
K∑
k′=1
∑Lq
i=1(r
σ
qk r
σ
qk′)
αw
(
∑
i(r
σ
qk)
2αw)
1
2 (
∑
i(r
σ
qk′)
2αw)
1
2
]−1
. (B.60)
w′σqk replaces w
σ
qk in the calculation of gq(σ, i|σ′, j) for the consistency iterations.
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